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Welcome and Introduction: 
Opportunities to Realize SavingsOpportunities to Realize Savings 
from Codes and Standards Efforts


Jeff Schlegel, Consultant to:*
MA E Effi i Ad i C il (EEAC)MA Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC), 
CT Energy Efficiency Board (formerly ECMB), 


Southwest Energy Efficiency Project (SWEEP AZ)Southwest Energy Efficiency Project (SWEEP, AZ)


NEEP Codes and Standards Workshop
S t b 28 2010


*The comments and opinions in this presentation are solely those of the presenter.


September 28, 2010







Why Are We Here?Why Are We Here?
Codes and standards (C&S) are Hot!


• Energy efficiency identified as priority resource—energy savings andEnergy efficiency identified as priority resource energy savings and 
affordability, climate, reliability, and economic development


• States setting aggressive new goals for energy savings, emissions 
reductions or both with new resource priorities mandated and EEreductions, or both, with new resource priorities mandated and EE 
program funding set at historic levels 


• Need to go deeper & broader—all fuels, whole‐building approaches, 
new program strategies, better coordination with other publicnew program strategies, better coordination with other public 
policies, recognition of the market value of energy efficiency


• Strong interest in C&S savings as a key resource—substantial 
opportunity for savings through energy‐efficiency building codesopportunity for savings through energy efficiency building codes 
(new/renovations) and appliance/equipment standards efforts


• American Recovery  and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) requires that states 
meet minimum building code compliance levels by 2018meet minimum building code compliance levels by 2018


• US DOE has renewed emphasis on appliance/equipment standards
2







Why Are We Here (con’t)?Why Are We Here (con t)?
• A few states in other regions have ratepayer‐funded codes 


and standards (C&S) programs or program elements, as part ( ) p g p g , p
of their energy‐efficiency program portfolios—designed to 
operate in their regulatory frameworks


I t t ithi t t d i i t ti d l t t• Interest within state administrations and among regulators to 
increase savings from codes and standards, to help achieve 
state policy goals


• Strategic interest in relieving some pressure on ratepayer 
costs by increasing emphasis on codes and standards for new 
construction and equipment replacement (political will toconstruction and equipment replacement (political will to 
lock in savings, rather than ratepayer funding/incentives)


• Some program administrators in the Northeast have begun to 
develop codes and standards efforts as programs, program 
elements, or support activities 3







Issues, Uncertainties, BarriersIssues, Uncertainties, Barriers
• C&S increase the baselines against which conventional EE 


programs are assessed – reduce available savings for EE programsprograms are assessed  reduce available savings for EE programs


• C&S activities do not easily fit into cost‐effectiveness screening 
for ratepayer‐funded efficiency programs


• Regulatory treatment of program administrators’ codes and 
standards efforts needs to be clarified, including means of 
attributing savings or credit for such effortsattributing savings or credit for such efforts


• For some equipment types, federal standards preempt state 
standards, unless a petition for an exemption is approved


NEEP and the EM&V Forum have convened this workshop to help 
address these issues and barriers, and to identify ways to realize 
the opportunity of C&S savings for individual states.
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What Is the Opportunity?What Is the Opportunity?
Summary of Codes and Standards Electricity Impacts in 2020 in the 


Scenario Electricity 
Use in 2020 


Savings from 
Building 


Savings from 
Equipment 


Total 
Savings 


% of 
Baseline


United States: Residential, Commercial, and Industrial Sectors


(TWh) Codes (TWh) Standards (TWh) (TWh)


AEO Baseline
Forecast


4,117


Moderate 
Scenario


4,012 18 86 104 2.5%


Aggressive 
3 824 59 234 293 7 1%


Scenario
3,824 59 234 293 7.1%


Source: Assessment of Electric Savings in the U.S. Achievable through New Appliance/Equipment Efficiency Standards and 
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Building Efficiency Codes (2010‐2020); Institute for Energy Efficiency, December 2009







What Is the Opportunity?What Is the Opportunity?
Estimates of savings through codes and standards efforts by 
American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE)*:American Council for an Energy‐Efficient Economy (ACEEE) :


• 4.5% savings on electricity use by 2020
• 1.6% savings on natural gas use


E i i l i C lif i IOU i fEnergy savings potential in California IOU service areas from 
C&S—Potential cumulative annual savings from buildings and 
equipment/appliance standards during 2006‐2008


• Electricity: 1,664,000 MWh and 337MW


• Natural gas: 19.4 million therms


*Source: Fact Sheet: “Energy Savings from Codes and Standards Count Towards EERS Savings Goals,” American Council 
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for an Energy‐Efficient Economy, April 2009.







What Is Current State of C&S Efforts?
• California: 


• IOUs continue past activities to support C&SIOUs continue past activities to support C&S


• IOUs expand role with CA Energy Commission and feds


• CPUC will provide credit for savings from IOU C&S 
programs in next round


• Arizona: 


C&S i d l d d• C&S savings may count towards recently‐adopted EE 
Standards (EERS), and utilities are developing codes and 
standards programs or C&S support activitiesp g pp


• Nationally: 


• Much emphasis on building energy codes and increasing 
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compliance – roles of EE programs being discussed







What Is Current State of Codes and 
d d ff h ?Standards Efforts in Northeast?


Some examples (more later today):
M h tt P Ad i i t t (PA ) id i• Massachusetts Program Administrators (PAs) are considering a 
residential new construction codes program, leveraging ARRA funds 
for establishing the baseline, and exploring expansion of codes 
efforts to the commercial/industrial sector./


• Connecticut Program Administrators are enhancing efforts on 
building codes through outreach and education, by increasing 
training for code officials, by implementing whole‐building 


f t k ( i t t ith h d f 2012performance tracks (consistent with where codes for 2012 are 
headed), and by advocating for codes with higher efficiency levels.


• The CT Energy Efficiency Board proposed that the DPUC allow the 
PAs to receive credit for savings from C&S activities through thePAs to receive credit for savings from C&S activities through the 
development of a well‐defined savings attribution methodology for 
claiming savings from more stringent codes and standards that the 
PAs are instrumental in developing and/or implementing. 


l f d l h
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• NYSERDA is leveraging ARRA funding to increase compliance with 
the building code.







How Do Conventional Energy 
Effi i P C t ib t ?Efficiency Programs Contribute?


Early Programs: Maturing Programs: Culminating Programs:Early Programs: 
Resource Acquisition


• Introduce/subsidize 
technology/practice


Maturing Programs: 
Market Effects/Trans


• Broadened appeal; 
technology/practice 


Culminating Programs: 
Codes and Standards


• Technology/practice
possible for everyoneec o ogy/p ac ce


• Attract early adopter 
end‐users and


ec o ogy/p ac ce
self‐sustaining


• Many end‐users and 
market actors accept


poss b e o e e yo e


• Remaining end‐users 
and market actorsend‐users and 


market actors


• Low free ridership


market actors accept 
technology/practice


Hi h f id hi


and market actors 
required to adopt 
technology/practice


100%? C li• Low free ridership 
and spillover


• Higher free ridership 
and spillover


• 100%?—Compliance 
becomes the issue
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New floor established—begin again







New Homes – Three Part ApproachNew Homes  Three Part Approach


• Push the envelope, high p g
performance buildings 
(zero‐net energy)


• Mainstream/mass market 
(Energy Star and EE 


ff 15 30%programs offer 15‐30% 
energy savings)


• Lock in the savings with• Lock in the savings with 
building energy codes 
(IECC or stretch codes)(IECC or stretch codes)
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What Is the Effect on Conventional 
ff ?Energy Efficiency Programs?


Some tensions and disincentives:
• C&S programs displace conventional energy 
efficiency program savings potential and shift the 
b l h h ff l l kbaselines to higher efficiency levels, making it more 
challenging to achieve energy savings goals


• Leave conventional programs with harder to reach• Leave conventional programs with harder‐to‐reach 
and (often) more expensive savings opportunities


Getting program administrator buy‐in and support 
for codes and standards programs generally means 


f f
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having a path for claiming some of the energy 
savings or otherwise getting credit for their efforts







How Should Conventional Energy 
ff d ?Efficiency Programs Adapt?


• Link current program efforts to future codes and p g
standards upgrades (plow the ground)


• Promote very efficient technologies and high 
performance buildings—the next generation


• Emphasize whole‐building performance approaches 
within the EE programs (focus of 2012 codes)


• Focus other program efforts on early replacement 
and retrofits in existing buildings


• Link codes to ratings of building performance to get 
“ ” i h k
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“currency” in the market







What Are the Aims of C&S Programs?g
• Advocate and provide supporting evidence for new codes and 


standards or for upgrades to existing codes and standards
N ti l• National


• State
• Local “stretch” or “reach” codes and standards


• Provide training and enforcement support to increase• Provide training and enforcement support to increase
compliance


• Document efforts so they are not “lost to history” and so that 
savings claims can be justifiedsavings claims can be justified


• Evaluate costs and benefits to assess the overall effectiveness 
and provide information to allow improvements


• Keep new technologies and practices in the pipeline through• Keep new technologies and practices in the pipeline through 
conventional energy efficiency programs


• Support relevant and up‐to‐date federal standards, OR petition 
for exemption to preemption of state standards by federal stds
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for exemption to preemption of state standards by federal stds







The “Simple” QuestionsThe  Simple  Questions
• What are the energy savings from C&S?


• What actions and activities caused the C&S 
energy savings to happen?gy g pp


• Who should get the credit/who should be able 
to claim the savings?to claim the savings?


H C&S i i d f l tti• How are C&S savings organized for goal setting 
and for planning/forecasting (e.g., the three 
“b k t ” f EE d t d d )?“buckets” of EE programs, codes, standards)?
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Roles for Regulators?g
• Oversee program administrators’ efforts and results


• Weigh C&S benefits and costs in context of existing• Weigh C&S benefits and costs in context of existing 
mandates or directives—e.g., “all cost‐effective savings”


• Consider mechanisms for program administrators to get p g g
credit for savings from codes and standards efforts— to 
encourage PA support of stronger and more effective C&S
• Evidence‐based supported by evaluation—á la California


• Deemed or stipulated—á la Arizona


• Encourage coordination among regulators state• Encourage coordination among regulators, state 
administrations, PAs, and building departments


• Facilitate/coordinate petitions for exemptions from 
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/ p p
federal preemption of certain state standards







Roles for NEEP and EM&V Forum?Roles for NEEP and EM&V Forum?
• Help build coalitions of stakeholders to support C&S upgrades and 


implementation/enforcement
A i t i d ti t h d d ti i t f C&S• Assist in conducting outreach and education in support of C&S 
adoption and increased compliance with existing codes


• Leverage resources
• Secure funding for studiesSecure funding for studies
• Bring in other parties—DOE, EPA, national and international code 


bodies, other not‐for‐profit organizations, manufacturers, builders, PAs 
and regulators outside the Northeast


• Provide information and resources to help address issues (future• Provide information and resources to help address issues (future 
projects)


• Assist in providing training and materials for code officials, 
building trades and product distributors/suppliersbuilding trades, and product distributors/suppliers


• Facilitate learning from each other
• Establish working group?
• This workshop is an important step in the learning and coordinating 
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effort—Thanks for being part of it!
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Regional EM&V Forum and NEEP Public Policy Workshop: 
Roadmap to Claiming Savings from Building Energy Codes and Appliance Standards  


September 28, 2010 
Courtyard by Marriott: Marlborough, MA 


 
AGENDA 


 
9:30 – 10:00  WELCOME & INTRODUCTION: Opportunities to Realize Savings from Codes and 


Standards Efforts 
  Sue Coakley, Executive Director, NEEP  


Jeff Schlegel, Consultant, Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Advisory Council, 
Connecticut Energy Conservation Management Board 


 
10:00-11:00  Claiming Savings from Codes and Standards Activities –  


Learning From California and Arizona 
  Allen Lee, Cadmus Group 
 
11:00 – 12:00  Developing Protocols for Codes and Standards Activities in Massachusetts: A Work in 


Progress 
Lynn Hoefgen and Betty Tolkin, NMR Group 
Discussants: 
- Bob  Wirtshafter, Advisor to Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Advisory Council  
- Tim Woolf, Commissioner, Massachusetts  Public Utility Commission  
- Ian Finlayson, Building and Climate Programs Manager, Massachusetts  Division of 


Energy Resources  
 
12:15 – 12:45  LUNCH 
 
1:00 – 2:30  Looking Around: An Overview of Building Codes Policy in the EM&V Forum Region 


Jim O’Reilly, NEEP Public Policy Director 
State Perspectives:  
- Dan Cleverdon, Policy Advisor to Washington D.C.  Public Service Commission  
- Bill Saxonis , New York Public Service Commission 
- Richard Faesy , Principal, Energy Futures Group (representing Vermont)  
- Tim Simmonds, Operations Supervisor, Northeast Utilities (representing 


Connecticut Light & Power and Yankee Gas) 
 
2:30 – 3:30  Overview of Appliance Standards Activities: Can Programs Participate and Be 


Rewarded?  
Presenters/Panelists: 
- Allen Lee, Cadmus 
- Andrew deLaski, Appliance Standards Awareness Project (ASAP) 


 
3:30 – 3:45  CLOSING COMMENTS  
 
4:00  ADJOURN 
 
 
 








Claiming Savings from 
Codes and StandardsCodes and Standards 


Activities – Learning From 
California and Arizona


NEEP Workshop 
September 28, 2010
Presented by Allen Lee  







Overview
• Introduction to codes and standards• Introduction to codes and standards
• Advantages/drawbacks of codes and standards 


(C&S)
C&S processes• C&S processes


• C&S and Program Administrators
• Attribution to C&S efforts
• The California story


– Evaluating savings and attribution in California
• Arizona approachpp
• Northwest snapshot
• What’s been learned?
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Energy-efficiency Codes & 
Standards (C&S)
• Terminology• Terminology


– Codes for buildings (usually)
– Standards for equipment/appliances


• Linked to market transformation (MT) • Linked to market transformation (MT) 
strategy of 1990’s
– MT seeks to change market so efficient products 


and services are norm and need no incentivesand services are norm and need no incentives
– This is exactly what C&S do


• Benefits
M d t– Mandatory


– Universal
– No/low cost to some market actors
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Per Capita Electricity Use Trends


4Borrowed from Art Rosenfeld







California’s C&S Savings 
Contribution


60% of 
T t lTotal


5Borrowed from Art Rosenfeld







Advantages/Drawbacks of C&S


Codes (have potential to) affect entire market • Codes (have potential to) affect entire market 
and minimize “lost opportunities”


• Scale effects decrease costs of energy efficiency• Scale effects decrease costs of energy efficiency
• Relative to DSM programs…   


– Ongoing incentives are not requiredg g q
– Effects are persistent 


• Drawbacks
– Require authority and enforcer
– Raise the “baseline”
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Typical Codes Process
• Development—national level  typically• Development—national level, typically


– ASHRAE for nonresidential
– International Code Council (ICC) for residential 


(IECC)(IECC)


• Adoption—state or local level
– With some exceptions (e.g., California) most 


jurisdictions adopt national model codesjurisdictions adopt national model codes
– Legislative or administrative process
– Requires sound technical and cost data, feasibility,  


compliance/enforcement approachcompliance/enforcement approach


• Implementation—local level
– Involves compliance and enforcement


B t ll  i  l  i it  th  lif / f t  d  – But usually given lower priority than life/safety codes 
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Typical Standards Process
• Development and adoption—federal or state • Development and adoption—federal or state 


level
– Federal: Legislation or U.S. Department of 


Energy (DOE)Energy (DOE)
– Basis often established by efficiency programs: 


Program Administrators, ENERGY STAR
I l i f d l   l l• Implementation—federal or state level
– Self-certification
– Enforcement mostly reactivey


• Feds can test and force ceasing distribution
• California has similar process
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Multistate Appliance Standards 
Collaborative
• Current members and sponsors: California  • Current members and sponsors: California, 


Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, 
Oregon, Rhode Island, and Washington
– Additional sponsors include ACEEE and Pacific Additional sponsors include ACEEE and Pacific 


Gas and Electric Company (PG&E)
– Several have adopted California or similar 


standards
• Other states have their own standards


– Maryland
– VermontVermont
– New Hampshire 
– District of Columbia 
– ArizonaArizona
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Program Administrators (PA)
• Who are they?• Who are they?


– Investor-owned (IOUs) and public 
utilities


– Energy service organizationsEnergy service organizations
– Regional consortia: e.g., NEEP, NEEA


• Why should PAs support C&S process? 
Compared to DSM programs codes   Compared to DSM programs codes . . .
– Increase efficiency of non-participants
– Do not impose administration costs on program 


administrators administrators 
– Have much better payback: <0.5% California 


utilities’ DSM expenditures on C&S accounted for 
about 10% of net savings 
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Potential PA Roles in C&S Process
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What Program Administrators 
Offer
• Data—energy • Added credibility—viewed • Data energy 


use, savings, 
costs


• Technically 


• Added credibility viewed 
as objective “third-
parties”


• Multi-jurisdiction y
competent 
staff/contractors


• Staff/contractors 
i d i  d d 


j
coverage and experience 


• Overall impact is to 
provide balance in the 


d  d t d d  experienced in advanced 
building techniques and 
systems


• Demonstrations and 


codes and standards 
adoption process


• Demonstrations and 
incentivized 
programs
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But....


C&S increase efficiency  but decrease • C&S increase efficiency, but decrease 
DSM program savings potential
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• Equitable treatment needed for PA 


Treatment of PA Code Activities
• Equitable treatment needed for PA 


expenditures on code efforts 
– Cost recovery
– Incentives
– Lost revenue


• Evaluation of savings is more • Evaluation of savings is more 
complex
– What’s the baseline?
– What’s the compliance rate?
– How much credit does PA get?
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The Credit Question: Attribution
• For adoption of C&S  to what extent can adoption • For adoption of C&S, to what extent can adoption 


be attributed to a PA’s C&S Program?
• Program net savings = (Attribution %) X (net g g ( ) (


energy savings)  
• Attribution can be credited based on efforts such as:


D l t f li  th d  d i l l ti  – Development of compliance methods and special analytic 
techniques


– Development of technical and cost information and C&S 
llanguage


– Demonstrating feasibility
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Three Models


• Driven by how credit for savings from • Driven by how credit for savings from 
C&S interacts with savings goals and 
forecastsforecasts
– Prove it and claim it—California
– Support achievement of C&S savings, 


and get part of credit —Arizona (with 
other 2/3 of savings documented for 
resource planning)resource planning)


– Project what will be there and work 
together to make it real—Northwest 
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In the Beginning: California C&S


California Energy Commission (CEC) charged • California Energy Commission (CEC) charged 
with developing efficiency standards
– Law passed 1974—response to oil shortage– Law passed 1974—response to oil shortage
– Title 20 appliance standards
– Title 24 building standards (codes)Title 24 building standards (codes)


• CEC moved aggressively
– Public processPublic process
– Cost effectiveness
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Origins of California IOU C&S 
Program


Utilities began involvement in mid• Utilities began involvement in mid-
1990s
– Market transformation era– Market transformation era
– First Codes and Standards Enhancement 


(CASE) reports in 1998( ) p
– Began by PG&E as information-only program
– California PUC expanded effort to 


coordinated, statewide C&S Program


• First influence on 2001 Title 24
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First Major Impacts 2006-08
• Supported 2005 Title 24 and 2006 Title 20 • Supported 2005 Title 24 and 2006 Title 20 


upgrades
– IOUs conduct research, advocate, and propose


• 12 Title 24 standards• 12 Title 24 standards
• 27 Title 20 standards


– C&S part of cyclical process with acquisition 
programsp g


• Program led to questions
– How much energy do C&S save?
– How much is due to C&S Program? How much is due to C&S Program? 
– How should C&S Program be treated in 


assessing savings goal and earnings?
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Some Answers and Fallout
• Gross savings 20% or more of 2006-08 • Gross savings 20% or more of 2006-08 


savings goals
• Attribution to C&S Program was 


nmeas ed  b t possibl  la geunmeasured, but possibly large
• This posed problems:


– Recognition that C&S savings reduce utility g g y
program savings


– Measurement and regulatory/financial 
treatment undefined


• California PUC (CPUC) initiated process to 
credit C&S Program for verified savings
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CPUC Regulatory Treatment


C&S program evaluation protocol developed• C&S program evaluation protocol developed
– Built upon other California protocols
– Protocol required to estimate verified savings– Protocol required to estimate verified savings


• Utilities received credit toward 2006-08 
savings goalssavings goals
– From pre-2006 advocacy activities
– 50% of verified savings credited toward savings f g g


goals
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Current California Situation
• CPUC and IOUs acknowledge the lag • CPUC and IOUs acknowledge the lag 


between C&S program activities and 
energy savings


• In next round, utilities will receive 
100% credit for verified savings 
toward goal  but no earningstoward goal, but no earnings


• Issues remaining:
– Treatment of compliance enhancementp
– Credit for stretch codes
– Credit for federal impacts
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CA Impact Evaluation Protocol


Unit Energy 
Savings


Market 


Compliance NOMAD Attribution Allocation


Potential 
Energy 
Savings


Gross 
Energy 
Savings


Net 
Program 
SavingsEnergy 


Baseline


Baseline Utility-
Level 


Savings


I t t d M d l


Net 
Standards 
Savings


Integrated Model
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Savings Adjustments
• Compliancegross savings• Compliancegross savings


– Buildings: site visits, scoring, modeling
– Appliances: vendor site visits, surveyspp , y


• NOMAD (Naturally Occurring Market 
Adoption)net savings


O li  i li ti  t l– On-line visualization tool
– Expert feedback


• AttributionProgram savingsAttributionProgram savings
– Expert survey
– Third-party assessment
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Savings Quantification
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Attribution Process
• Identified and estimated factors required for • Identified and estimated factors required for 


adoption 
– Compliance method; technical/ economic 


information; feasibility demonstrationinformation; feasibility demonstration
– Survey knowledgeable experts and quantify 


factor weight
• Document development/adoptionDocument development/adoption
• Assign score to program effort


– Third-party assessment
– Weighted sum of scores=attribution– Weighted sum of scores=attribution
– Overall attribution ranged from 55% to 94% for 


C&S actively supported
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Final Savings Credit


C bi d dj t t  d d • Combined adjustments reduced 
initial potential savings estimate 
(24% f l) b t 50%(24% of goal) about 50%


• CPUC applied 50% factor
• Final adjusted savings ~6% of 


portfolio savings goalsp g g
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Arizona Approach Background
• Regulators concerned about growth and new • Regulators concerned about growth and new 


building load
• Established Electric and Gas Rules with Energy 


Efficiency Standards (EES)Efficiency Standards (EES)
– Electric: 22% savings by 2020 (20% energy savings)
– Gas: 6% savings by 2020 (very little heating load in 


AZ)
• Effort to include C&S credit toward EES target


– Decided to take different path than California
• Encourage utility efforts, with greater certainty of credit


C   l ti  i d  t ti  di t  • Concerns re: evaluation required, contentious disputes, 
costs


– Goals explicit, but flexible to implement
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Arizona Approach
• Utilities can count up to 1/3 of savings from • Utilities can count up to 1/3 of savings from 


building energy codes or standards*
– Savings based on EM&V study
– Support of state C&S adoption or – Support of state C&S adoption or 


implementation, and federal efforts can count
– Utilities must document efforts to support C&S


• Utility credit for efforts (attribution) based on • Utility credit for efforts (attribution) based on 
stipulated 1/3 factor (not determined by 
EM&V)
– Must document efforts to show “skin in the Must document efforts to show skin in the 


game”


*Credit for savings from standards is only available to gas utilities







Arizona C&S Process
• C&S program may be element of program • C&S program may be element of program 


or separate program as part of DSM 
energy-efficiency (EE) portfolio


• Utility administrators propose specific 
efforts in their EE implementation plans 
D t il  t  b  d t i d• Details to be determined
– How much “skin in game” is required to get 


1/3 credit/
– How savings will count toward performance 


incentive
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Northwest Snapshot
• Regional body—Northwest Power & • Regional body Northwest Power & 


Conservation Council—develops Power Plan 
that includes expected, cost-effective C&S in 
load forecastload forecast


• NW Energy Efficiency Alliance conducts 
regional/national activities to promote C&S
– Selects C&S targetsSelects C&S targets
– Focuses efforts strategically


• Forecast gets readjusted as C&S advance
Oregon adopted requirement to upgrade code – Oregon adopted requirement to upgrade code 
10-15% every three years 
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Lessons Learned


C&S  i   b  • C&S program savings can be 
significant and cost effective


• Evaluation requires unique 
approach and can be complex
– Document and start evaluating early
– New challenges include compliance 


enhancement and reach codes
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More Lessons Learned


• Regulatory processes need to • Regulatory processes need to 
adapt and rewards and credit 
approach must be linked to  approach must be linked to… 
– Reward/incentive mechanisms
– C&S assumptions in conservation goal C&S assumptions in conservation goal 


setting
• There is… 


– Much to leverage from others
– Power in numbers
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Developing Protocols for Codes and 
St d d A ti iti i M h tt AStandards Activities in Massachusetts: A 


Work in Progress
September 28, 2010


www.nmrgroupinc.com







Why Codes and Standards in 
M h EE PMassachusetts EE Programs


• Long term EE programs g p g
• Ambitious goals for EE programs
• More stringent codes decrease the savings 


ib d EE l h C&Sattributed to EE programs—unless the C&S 
savings themselves can be attributed to the 
programsprograms


• Adoption of IECC 2009 and stretch codes 
raises compliance issues


• ARRA funds to be used for supplemental 
baseline information informing compliance 
levelslevels 
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BackgroundBackground


• Green Communities Act of 2008 inGreen Communities Act of 2008 in 
Massachusetts


State building code upgraded every three– State building code upgraded every three 
years with the IECC code adopted within a 
year of its releasey


– Allows for advocacy for enhancements to 
IECC 2009 or IECC 2012 that would be 
applicable to Massachusetts 


– Green community designation
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Green CommunitiesGreen Communities


• Stretch code criterionStretch code criterion
– More efficient than ENERGY STAR—


homes must meet a HERS index of 70 or 
less (65 or less for homes over 3000 sq. 
ft.)


– Performance based
• More green communities than 


expected—46 municipalities as of 
September 2010
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Massachusetts Residential Metrics 
f 2009for 2009


• “ research California’s mechanisms for… research California s mechanisms for 
claiming savings from code development, 
support implementation and enforcementsupport, implementation and enforcement 
activities and design a similar mechanism 
for claiming savings for codes andfor claiming savings for codes and 
standards (C&S) activities in 
Massachusetts ”Massachusetts.
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Massachusetts Compared to 
C lif iCalifornia


• Far less residential new construction that 
would yield code savings (MA building 
permits in 2006 are 12% of those issued in 
CA)CA)


• Far fewer existing housing units that wouldFar fewer existing housing units that would 
yield standards savings (MA housing units in 
2006 are 21% of those in CA)


• Currently no separate C&S program to 
absorb expenses in MAabsorb expenses in MA
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Program Savings Attribution 
Ad d f C lif i M d lAdapted from California Model


Attribution Score = Σ (FWi * FSi)


where:
FWi = factor weight for factor i or the relative 


importance of factor i in generating C&S savingsimportance of factor i in generating C&S savings
FSi = factor score for factor i or the PAs’ relative 


contribution to factor i


Factor weights must sum to 1; factor scores range 
from 0 to 1
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Massachusetts Proposed  
A ib i M d lAttribution Models


• Attribution not likely to take place for severalAttribution not likely to take place for several 
years


• Factor weights and scores determined by g y
expert panels


• Desirable attributes of panel candidates
– Independence
– Experience in the residential new construction 


marketmarket
– Long-term familiarity with the Massachusetts New 


Homes with ENERGY STAR Programg
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Considerations for Code UpgradesConsiderations for Code Upgrades


• Factor 1) Technical and cost information)
– Research and development and/or 


demonstration of potential technologies that 
lead to inclusion in new codeslead to inclusion in new codes.


– Calculation of energy savings and, if 
applicable, peak demand savings 


– Document incremental cost of the measure 
over baseline practices


– Document measure’s cost-effectiveness– Document measure s cost-effectiveness
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Considerations for Code Upgrades 
( ti d)(continued)


• Factor 2) Compliance with the upgradeFactor 2) Compliance with the upgrade
– Builder, subcontractor, and code official 


trainingstrainings
– Development of reliable test methods for 


li ith d t th dcompliance with upgrades to the code 
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Considerations for Code Upgrades 
( ti d)(continued)


• Factor 3) Feasibility of meeting the upgrade
– General market readiness to meet the upgrade
– Market readiness, such as availability of products to 


meet the upgrade, market penetration, and 
h b thomebuyer acceptance


– PA contributions to market readiness,  to comply with 
the code upgrade 


– Experiences with the upgrade in stretch code 
communities and the support provided to help 
communities adopt the stretch code


– Stakeholder concerns about the costs of compliance
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Considerations for Compliance 
E hEnhancement


• Factor 1) Training and education programs
– Training of builders, subcontractors and trade allies
– Training of building departments and code officials
– Educational programs that improve customer or trade ally 


awareness of the code and need for complianceawareness of the code and need for compliance


• Factor 2) Incentive programs
– Supporting an infrastructure of HERS raters who can provide– Supporting an infrastructure of HERS raters who can provide 


performance testing for different homes
– Providing incentives for homes that comply with the energy code 


in stretch code communities


• Factor 3) Other factors under consideration
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Planned C&S Activities in 
M hMassachusetts


• Identifying desirable changes in the Massachusetts 
b ildi d d i lt ti ith kbuilding code and, in consultation with key 
stakeholders, helping develop technical analysis and 
providing testimony in support of these changes. 
S ti i di id l iti id i• Supporting individual communities considering 
adoption of the Stretch Code including development of 
compliance documents with other stakeholders and 
trainings for builders architects and code officials on thetrainings for builders, architects, and code officials on the 
Stretch Code. 


• Expanding training for building and design 
professionals and code officials addressing codeprofessionals and code officials addressing code 
compliance


• Highlighting measures and practices that go beyond
code requirements and/or are promoted by the PAs’code requirements and/or are promoted by the PAs  
program offerings. 
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Potential Research Areas for 2010 
d L Yand Later Years


• Estimation of potential savings that may be achieved 
h h h d li i h IECC 2009through enhanced compliance with IECC 2009


• Estimation of potential savings that may be achieved 
through upgrades to IECC 2009


• Ensure that the PAs’ role and actions are documented 
following a similar process as the California IOUs  


• Independent verification of compliance at theIndependent verification of compliance at the 
beginning and the end of the code cycle through 
baseline studies


• Calculate actual savings from enhanced complianceCalculate actual savings from enhanced compliance 
and code upgrades 
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Potential Savings from Compliance 
E h P li i D fEnhancement—Preliminary Draft 


NMR estimated potential savings from enhanced p g
compliance (higher portion of new homes in compliance) to 
the IECC 2009 code for four measures


W ll i l ti– Wall insulation
– Basement insulation
– Proper sealing of ducts in unconditioned spaces– Proper sealing of ducts in unconditioned spaces
– Fifty percent high efficacy lamp requirement
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Savings Potential From EnhancedSavings Potential From Enhanced 
Compliance—Preliminary Draft
Estimated Total MMBtu from Four MeasuresEstimated Total MMBtu from Four Measures


A l S i Lifetime (25 year)* Annual Savings e e ( 5 yea )
Savings


2011 29,774 744,350


2012 23,051 576,275


2013 13,114 327,850


Total from 2011 to 2013 65,939 1,648,475


*Assuming a 25 year life for all measures; based on NMR draft memo  “Estimated Potential Savings from Enhanced 
Compliance with the IECC 2009 Residential Building Code in Massachusetts,” September 7, 2010     
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NMR’s Assumptions Underlying 
P i l S i E iPotential Savings Estimate  


• Homes to be built in Massachusetts in• Homes to be built in Massachusetts in 
2011, 2012, and 2013


• ENERGY STAR homes to be built in 
Massachusetts in 2011, 2012, and 
2013


• Baseline compliance rates for the four• Baseline compliance rates for the four 
measures in 2011, 2012, and 2013
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Sensitivity Analyses for Annual 
S i P li i D fSavings—Preliminary Draft 
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Where Do We Go From Here?Where Do We Go From Here?


• The analyses done to date point toThe analyses done to date point to 
sizeable benefits from C&S work—the full 
2011 enhanced compliance potential p p
savings (preliminary draft) alone may be 
20 to 30 percent of 2011 MA residential 


t ti lnew construction goal
• Cost of C&S activities and related EM&V 


l i ifi tare also significant 
• Next steps
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Regional EMV Forum and NEEP Public Policy Workshop: 
Roadmap to Claiming Savings from Building Energy Codes and 


Appliance Standards  
 


September 28, 2010 
  
Why Are We Here? 
 
We are here because codes and standards (C&S) are Hot! 


• Efficiency identified as priority resource—affordability, climate, reliability, and economic 
development 


• States setting aggressive new goals for energy, emissions or both, with new resource priorities 
mandated and funding set at historic levels  


• Need to go broader & deeper—all fuels, whole-building approaches, new program strategies, 
better coordination with other public policies, recognition of the market value of energy 
efficiency  


• C&S identified as a low-key and highly cost-effective opportunity for savings through energy-
efficiency building codes (new/renovations) and appliance/equipment standards  efforts 


• American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) requires that states meet minimum 
compliance levels with most recent codes by 2018 


• DOE has renewed emphasis on standards 


• States in the region are just beginning to address how ratepayer-funded energy efficiency 
programs work together with other policies to achieve state goals for energy and emissions.   


• The administrators of energy efficiency programs (PAs) have good cause to be interested and 
potentially more involved in C&S.  Their programs are directly affected by baseline changes 
resulting from advances in code and standards.  Furthermore PAs have expertise and contacts 
that make them valuable and potentially highly effective stakeholders in efforts to advance 
C&S.  


Studies have shown that there is a very substantial opportunity for savings through efforts to upgrade 
codes and standards (C&S) and improve compliance with existing C&S. (Note that, while the use of 
these terms is not always consistent, in order to avoid confusion the Northeast region might be well 
served to start out by using “codes” in reference to new construction and renovation, and “standards” 
in reference to equipment.) 


Meanwhile, there are some key barriers to the effective implementation of activities advancing C&S as 
part of conventional (ratepayer-funded energy efficiency) programs: 


• The need for regulatory approval of a means of attributing savings to program administrators’ 
C&S efforts 


• Reluctance by some program administrators to take on C&S programs because of the threat to 
existing programs—that is, because C&S programs increase the baseline against which 
conventional energy efficiency programs are assessed 
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• C&S activities don’t easily fit into cost-effectiveness screening for rate payer efficiency 
programs 


• Measuring the impact of Program Administrator activities intended to advance C&S is 
challenging.   


• For some equipment types, federal standards preempt state standards, unless a petition for an 
exemption is approved  


NEEP and the EMV Forum aim to help find ways to address barriers, facilitate dialogue, and identify 
ways to realize the opportunity for individual states—which is why NEEP and the Forum are involved. 


 
What Is the Opportunity? 
 
Estimates for electricity savings though upgraded building codes in the US range from 18 TWh by 2020 
under a “moderate” scenario to 59 TWh under an “aggressive” scenario. The “moderate” scenario for 
standards upgrades is 86 TWh in savings, and the “aggressive” scenario is 234 TWh. Together, IEE 
estimates that C&S upgrades could save from 104 to 293 TWh by 2020, or from 2.5% to 7.1% savings 
relative to the baseline forecast from the Energy Information Administration’s Annual Energy Outlook. 
The moderate scenario assumes implementation of  building codes equivalent to IECC 2009 or ASHRAE 
90.1 2007  with 100% compliance adopted in all states, and appliance & equipment standards for items 
scheduled or overdue under EPACT 2005 and EISA 2007. The aggressive Scenario assumes that building 
codes outlined in the Waxman-Markey Bill are passed and adopted in all states with 100% compliance, 
and in addition to moderate scenario, it assumes that the standards expand to address all possible 
devices with a second set of standards for some technologies in later years (e.g., screw-in lamps and 
central AC). 


Table 1: Summary of C&S Electric Impacts in 2020 in the United States: Residential, Commercial, and 
Industrial Sectors 


Scenario  Electricity 
Use in 2020 
(TWh)  


Savings from 
Building Codes 
(TWh)  


Savings from 
Equipment 
Standards (TWh)  


Total 
Savings 
(TWh)  


% of 
Baseline  


AEO Baseline 
Forecast  


4,117     


Moderate 
Scenario 


4,012 18 86 104 2.5% 


Aggressive 
Scenario  


3,824 59 234 293 7.1% 


Source: Assessment of Electric Savings in the U.S. Achievable through New Appliance/Equipment Efficiency Standards and 


Building Efficiency Codes (2010-2020); Institute for Energy Efficiency, December 2009 
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The American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) estimates that by 2020, upgrades to 
C&S could reduce electricity use by 4.5% and natural gas use by 1.6%.1 


In California, investor-owned utility efforts in the 2006-2008 program years, from changes to 2005 C&S, 
resulted in savings of 599,000 MWh (600 GWh, 0.6 TWh), 175 MW, and 12 million therms through code 
efforts, and 1,065,000 MWh (1,000 GWh, 1 TWh), 162 MW, and 7.4 million therms through standards 
efforts. For reference, 175 MW is the equivalent of a mid-sized power plant, and would provide the 
power for roughly 100,000 or more  households in the Northeast2. The electric savings from C&S 
programs in California represent 60% of all savings from investor-owned utility programs, and 19% of 
residential and commercial electricity use. 


And, while California appears to be the only state where program administrators have received credit 
for savings through C&S efforts, other states are close to doing so, or for making the claims. For 
example, Arizona plans to credit up to 1/3 of the savings from utility C&S efforts towards its 2020 
Energy Efficiency Standards (EES) target. In the Northeast, NYSERDA is leveraging ARRA funding to 
increase compliance with the building code in New York. The Massachusetts program administrators 
have estimated savings from enhanced compliance with the IECC 2009 Residential Building Code, and 
are developing a mechanism for measuring savings from increased code compliance and from upgraded 
stretch codes (that is, codes higher than the state level for communities that choose to adopt them); 
the Massachusetts program administrators have also made preliminary estimates of potential savings 
from upgrades to  the standard for residential forced hot water boilers. Other states in the Northeast 
are also developing C&S efforts, which are to be summarized during the NEEP EMV Forum Workshop. 


Meanwhile, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) requires that states requires that 
states meet minimum code compliance levels by 2018, and some states are leveraging ARRA funds to 
jumpstart this effort. 


How Do Conventional Energy Efficiency Programs Contribute? 


As depicted in Figure 1 below, conventional energy efficiency programs help set the stage for C&S 
programs by introducing and subsidizing technologies and practices before there is a market for them, 
and in the process help to establish a market. Program administrators bring building science and 
evaluation expertise, as well as resources to assist in training and education to the table already 
through ongoing programs.  


Once market actors are able to make money on the technology or practice, more end users accept it 
and are willing to pay full price for it, it becomes more widespread, its viability is demonstrated, and it 
is then possible to consolidate the changes through an upgrade to C&S. An effective energy efficiency 
program can accelerate the practicability of a C&S upgrade. 


                                                 
1 Fact Sheet: “Energy Savings from Codes and Standards Count Towards EERS Savings Goals,” American Council for an Energy-


Efficient Economy, April 2009. 
2  Based on information available from http://www.utilipoint.com/issuealert/print.asp?id=1728 
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What Is the Effect on Conventional Energy Efficiency Programs? 


While C&S savings are potentially quite substantial, they represent a potential threat to conventional 
energy-efficiency programs because they shift the baseline upward and make it more difficult and 
more expensive for them to achieve savings. Thus getting PA buy-in and support for C&S programs 
necessitates that they have a path for claiming some of the C&S savings, provided they play a 
significant role in getting them adopted and are able to demonstrate it.  


In addition to promoting C&S upgrades and documenting their role in the upgrades, PAs can adapt by 
focusing on early replacement and retrofits in existing buildings to achieve savings not reached for 
many years by C&S, promoting the next generation of super-efficient technologies, and linking their 
conventional programs to future C&S upgrades—that is, more explicitly making them part of the same 
cycle. 


What Are the Aims of C&S Programs? 


C&S programs run by energy efficiency PAs, then, can serve the following functions: 


• Advocate and provide supporting evidence for upgrades to existing codes and standards 


 National 
 State 
 Local “stretch” or “reach” codes and standards (going above state requirements) 


• Provide training and enforcement support to ensure compliance 


How Do Conventional Energy 
Efficiency Programs Contribute?
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Early Programs: 
Resource Acquisition


• Introduce/subsidize 
technology/practice


• Attract early adopter 
end‐users and 
market actors


• Low free ridership 
and spillover


Maturing Programs: 
Market Transformation


• Broadened appeal; 
technology/practice 
self‐sustaining


• Many end‐users and 
market actors accept 
technology/practice


• Higher free ridership 
and spillover


Culminating Programs: 
Codes and Standards


• Technology/practice
possible for everyone


• Remaining end‐users 
and market actors 
required to adopt 
technology/practice


• 100%?—Compliance 
becomes the issue


New floor established—begin again
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• Document efforts so they are not “lost to history” and so that savings claims can be justified 


• Measure costs and benefits to assess their overall effectiveness and provide information to 
allow improvements 


• Keep new technologies and practices in the pipeline through conventional energy efficiency 
programs 


• Petition for exemption from preemption of state standards by federal standards 


 


What Is the Role of Regulators? 


Regulators, of course, must oversee PA’s C&S efforts, and weigh the programs’ costs and benefits in 
the context of existing mandates or directives—e.g., the mandate of achieving “all cost effective 
savings” given the political implications of possible rate impacts. Regulators must also consider not just 
PAs’ costs, but also the added costs for other entities, such as municipalities that will have added cost 
for enforcement.  Key roles include: 


 Understanding the policy context for program administrator activities; 


 Identifying how administrator investments in conventional programs interact with and may 
affect beyond-code programs; 


 Working with program administrators to address questions related to cost recovery, goal setting 
and incentives. 


Regulators can also encourage and facilitate coordination and collaboration among program 
administrators and building departments, government agencies and other stakeholders. Where 
applicable they may facilitate petitions for exemptions from federal preemption of state standards.  


Finally, regulators have the power to make codes and standards programs happen, or to stop them— 
either by purposely blocking them or simply by failing to act. To quote former New England Electric 
System CEO John Rowe, it is essential that PAs are able to “smell the cheese” of monetary rewards for 
successful C&S programs. Hence regulators must approve mechanisms for program administrators to 
claim savings from C&S efforts. These savings claims could be based on evaluation, such as the system 
being used in California or the less complex system being contemplated in Massachusetts, or they could 
be deemed or negotiated, such as the system recently agreed to in Arizona.  


 
What Is NEEP’s Potential Role? 
NEEP and the EMV Forum could play a coordinating role in C&S efforts in the Northeast in the following 
ways: 


• Help build coalitions of stakeholders to support C&S upgrades and enforcement 


• Conduct outreach and education in support of code adoption and increased compliance with 
existing codes 


• Leverage resources 


 Secure funding for studies 
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 Bring in other parties—DOE, EPA, national and international code bodies, other not-for-
profit organizations, manufacturers, builders, PAs and regulators outside the Northeast 


• Provide training and materials for code officials, building trades, and product 
distributors/suppliers 


• Link codes to ratings of building performance to get “currency” on the market for securing 
financing 


• Develop or improve methods for estimating the costs, savings, and other impacts of C&S 


• Provide information and resources to help overcome barriers such as 


 Lack of regulatory approval of savings claim mechanism 
 Lack of buy-in from program administrators because of the threat to conventional 


energy efficiency programs 
 Lack of cost effectiveness screening tools 
 Possibility of preemption of state standards by federal standards  


• Facilitate learning from each other 


 Expand peer-exchange opportunities for code officials, regulators, and program 
administrators 


 Establish working group 
 This workshop is the first step in the learning and coordinating effort—glad you are 


here! 
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Where Can We Get More Information?  
 
Energy Efficiency Program Administrators and Building Energy Codes, A Resource of the National Action 
Plan for Energy Efficiency, September 2009, 
http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/documents/suca/codes.pdf  
 
Assessment of Electric Savings in the U.S. Achievable through New Appliance/Equipment Efficiency 
Standards and Building Efficiency Codes (2010-2020); Institute for Energy Efficiency, December 2009, 
www.edisonfoundation.net/iee/reports/index.htm 


Codes & Standards (C&S) Programs Impact Evaluation California Investor Owned Utilities’ Codes and 
Standards Program Evaluation for Program Years 2006-2008,  Study ID: CPU0030.06, 
http://www.calmac.org/search.asp  
 
STATE STANDARDS FOR NATIONWIDE PRODUCTS REVISITED: FEDERALISM, GREEN BUILDING CODES, AND 
APPLIANCE EFFICIENCY STANDARDS, Alexandra B. Klass, 
http://www.law.harvard.edu/students/orgs/elr/vol34_2/335-368.pdf  
 
Valuing Building Energy Efficiency through Disclosure and Upgrade Policies, A Roadmap for the 
Northeast U.S., A Dunsky Energy Consulting Report for NEEP, November 2009, http://neep.org/public-
policy/building-energy-codes/building-energy-rating 
 
Getting to Zero: Final Report of the Massachusetts Zero Net Energy Buildings Task Force, March 11, 
2009, http://www.mass.gov/Eoeea/docs/eea/press/publications/zneb_taskforce_report.pdf 
 
Rethinking Percent Savings: The Problem with Percent Savings and the New Scale for a Zero Net-Energy 
Future, for Southern California Edison, by Architectural Energy Corp., July 31, 2009 
http://www.newbuildings.org/sites/default/files/Rethinking_Percent_Savings.pdf 
 
Building Energy Codes Glossary, Building Energy Code Resource Center, 
http://resourcecenter.pnl.gov/cocoon/morf/ResourceCenter/article/1295 
 
State Energy Efficiency Resource Standard (EERS) Fact Sheet: Updated August 2010, 
http://www.aceee.org/files/pdf/State%20EERS%20Summary%20Aug%202010.pdf 
 
Testimony of Steven Nadel, Executive Director, for the the U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and 
Natural Resources Hearing on Appliance Standards, March 10, 2010,  
http://www.aceee.org/files/pdf/State%20EERS%20Summary%20Aug%202010.pdf 
 
ACEEE Summer Study Papers, August 2010  
 


 Lessons Learned from Building Energy Code Compliance and Enforcement Evaluation Studies, by 
Harry Misuriello, Sarah Penney, Maggie Eldridge, and Ben Foster, 
http://neep.org/uploads/EMV%20Forum/EMV%20Studies/misuriello.pdf  


 
 Savings from Codes and Standards Activities: Developing an Evaluation Mechanism in 


Massachusetts, by Betty M. Tolkin, et al. 
http://neep.org/uploads/EMV%20Forum/EMV%20Studies/tolkin.pdf   
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 The Future of Energy Codes, by David Cohan, Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance Dave Hewitt 
and Mark Frankel, New Buildings Institute 
http://neep.org/uploads/EMV%20Forum/EMV%20Studies/future_codes.pdf  
 


 Re-Inventing Building Energy Codes as Technology and Market Drivers, by Jeffrey Harris, et al. 
http://neep.org/uploads/EMV%20Forum/EMV%20Studies/reinventing_codes.pdf  


  
 The Regional Standards Agreement for Residential Furnaces, Air Conditioners, and Heat Pumps: 


Process, Results, and Implications, by Karim Amrane, Air-Conditioning, Heating, and 
Refrigeration Institute, Harvey Sachs and Steven Nadel, American Council for an Energy-
Efficient Economy 
http://neep.org/uploads/EMV%20Forum/EMV%20Studies/regional_standards.pdf  








Codes and Standards Initiatives:  
Framing the Role for Evaluation
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Perspective
2


 Codes and Standards Are Worth Pursuing Because of g
Large Benefits to Ratepayers


 The Win-Win Doesn’t Come About if We Can’t Agree 
on Fair Compensation to PAs


 Both CA and Alternative Approaches (Including AZ) 
R l   E l tiRely on Evaluation







Dissecting the Evaluation Challenges
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Potential Energy Savings: Unit Energy Savings
4


 Attempt to Measure:  What are unit savings for code p g
effect versus baseline?


 Detailed Measurement Required:  What is current and 
future baseline, what is actual savings relative to 
baseline?


l   D fi i  b li   ti  C t  Evaluation Issues:  Defining baselines over time. Cannot 
directly measure savings as there is no pre-post.


Possible Options:  Engineering/deemed savings can be  Possible Options:  Engineering/deemed savings can be 
established before or after (CA).







Net Program Savings—Attribution
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 Attempt to Measure: What portion of code effect was 
attributable to PA activities ?


 Detailed Measurement Required: Amount and 
effectiveness of PA activity?effectiveness of PA activity?


 Evaluation Issues: List too long to provide here.
 Possible Options: Possible Options:
 CA: Measure effectiveness—assess what happened and use 


evaluation-supported expert opinion to assign responsibility. 
 AZ: Stipulated factor PAs may count (get credit for) up to 1/3  AZ: Stipulated factor – PAs may count (get credit for) up to 1/3 


of evaluated energy savings from codes and standards
 Alternative: Measure intent—create metrics and monitor 


quantity and quality of activitiesquantity and quality of activities.







Gross Energy Savings: Compliance
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 Attempt to Measure:  How many units are effected by 
code activities?


 Detailed Measurement Required: Change in rate of 
compliance  Number of units**compliance. Number of units


 Evaluation Issues: For standards we need sales data. For 
codes measurement is costly.y


 Possible Options: 
 CA: Either stipulate (normalize) units or use actual values and 


do compliance studydo compliance study.
 Alternative:  Either stipulate (normalize) units or use actual 


values and stipulate compliance. 







Net Standard Savings:
Naturally Occurring Market Adoptiony g p
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 Attempt to Measure:  How much of the change is the result 
f h d ffof the code effect?


 Detailed Measurement Required: What is the effective 
baseline over time?baseline over time?


 Evaluation Issues: Trying to measure influence of myriad 
of external factors such as economy, changes in buying 
habits  introduction of new productshabits, introduction of new products.


 Possible Options: 
 CA: estimate after the fact leaving parties to assume risk and 


rewards.
 Alternative: stipulate and run risk that rewards will be given or taken 


for what was higher or lower levels of external effects.







Utility Level Savings: Allocation
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 Attempt to Measure:  How much reward does PA get for 
Code actions taken?


 Detailed Measurement Required: How well did PA do?
E l i  I  L l f l ti  ff t fi d  Evaluation Issues: Level of evaluation effort—fixed 
reward based on pass/fail requires low level of effort, 
variable award based on savings per unit requires g p q
intense level of effort.


 Possible Options:  Hybrids
CA  Fl  d C  h  i  l l f i k/ d i l d CA: Floors and Caps that restrict level of risk/reward involved.


 Alternative: Some reward component based on some post 
assessment of effectiveness







Closing Thoughts
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 Likely Best Fit is Hybrid of CA and Alternative 
Approaches


 The Win-Win Is Large Enough that Activities Should 
Start Now as Parties Negotiate What Gets Stipulated Start Now as Parties Negotiate What Gets Stipulated 
and What Is Determined at End.


 Regulators Need to Approve the Concept and Initiate g pp p
Negotiation Process


 PAs Need to
D l  A i i  Pl Develop Activity Plans


 Tracking Mechanisms of Activities, and
 Establish Baseline Definitions and Potential Code Impactsp








LOOKING AROUND: LOOKING AROUND: 
AN OVERVIEW OF BUILDING CODES POLICY IN 


THE EM&V FORUM REGIONTHE EM&V FORUM REGION
Presented by 
JIM O’REILLY


September 28, 2010
To the NEEP Workshop: Roadmap to Claiming Savings from 


B ildi  E  C d  d A li  St d d  Building Energy Codes and Appliance Standards 







WHY CODES AND STANDARDS ARE HOTWHY CODES AND STANDARDS ARE HOT


• EFFICIENCY BEING IDENTIFIED AS PRIORITY RESOURCE
―Affordability, climate, reliability and economic development 


• AGGRESSIVE NEW GOALS BEING SET IN STATES
F   i i   b th  ith   i iti  d t d ―For energy, emissions or both, with new resource priorities mandated 
and funding set at historic levels 


• IDENTIFIED NEED TO GO BROADER, DEEPERIDENTIFIED NEED TO GO BROADER, DEEPER
― All fuel, whole building approaches


― New program strategiesp g g


― Better coordination with other public policies, like codes/standard


― Recognition of the market value of energy efficiency


― Codes and standards are very cost-effective


• CODES EMPHASIS IN ARRA, STANDARDS BY NEW DOE 


1







BUILDING ENERGY CODES THE LATEST BUILDING ENERGY CODES – THE LATEST 


IECC 2009
• Approved September 2008; state adoptions occurring now
• Improvements to efficiency, but very contentious process 


DOE just issued affirmation of residential savings – DOE just issued affirmation of residential savings 


ASHRAE 90.1 2010
• Updating expected to be completed this fall• Updating expected to be completed this fall


― Goal is 30 % greater efficiency than 2004
• Also working on advanced buildings guideline ‘Standard 189’ lso wo g o  adva ced bu ld gs gu del e Sta da d 89  


in concert with International Green Construction Code (IGCC)


THE ROAD TO ‘NET ZERO BUILDINGS’
• DOE urging code updates to meet milestones toward NZEB
• ‘Marketable’ zero energy homes by 2020, zero energy 


commercial buildings by 2025commercial buildings by 2025
– Efficiency gains of 60-70 %, with balance from renewables2







BUILDING ENERGY CODES THE LATEST BUILDING ENERGY CODES – THE LATEST 


AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT (ARRA)
• Conditioning language for SEP grant eligibility:
 Adopt 2009 IECC (residential) Adopt 2009 IECC (residential)
 Adopt 2007 ASHARE 90.1 (commercial)
 Develop plan to achieve 90 percent code compliance  Develop plan to achieve 90 percent code compliance 


within eight years 


• Some states have enacted legislation demonstrating ARRA 
code requirements (VT, RI, DE)


• Many using ARRA SEP funds – at varying levels – to  • Many using ARRA SEP funds – at varying levels – to  
develop/enhance code training (NH, MA, CT, RI, ME, NY) 
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STATUS OF ENERGY CODES STATUS OF ENERGY CODES 
STATE RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL LATEST  UPDATE CYCLE RESPONSIBLE 


STATE AGENCY


C i 2006 IRC 2006 IECC Late 2011 Not more than Department of Connecticut 2006 IRC 2006 IECC Late 2011
IRC &IECC 2009 


Not more than 
every 4 years


Department of 
Public Safety


Delaware 2009 IECC
2009 IECC 
Supplement 
(ASHRAE 90.1-07)


Effective July 1, 2010 No Schedule Delaware Energy 
Office


District of 2006 IECC with ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Effective Oct 8  2008 Every 3 years D C  Energy OfficeColumbia ‘30%’ amendments with amendments Effective Oct 8, 2008 Every 3 years D.C. Energy Office


Maine 2009 IECC 2009 IECC
Adopted 
Jun 1,2010
Effective Dec 1,2010


Every 3 years PUC


M l d 2009 IECC 2009 IECC Eff i  O  1 2009 E  3 
Dept. of Housing 


d C i  Maryland 2009 IECC 2009 IECC Effective Oct 1,2009 Every 3 years and Community 
Development


Massachusetts 2009 IECC
ASHRAE 90.1-2007 
or
2009 IECC


Effective
July 1,2010 Every 3 years


Board Of Building 
Regulations and 
Standards


New Hampshire 2009 IECC 2009 IECC Effective 4/1/2010 Every 3 years PUCNew Hampshire 2009 IECC 2009 IECC Effective 4/1/2010 Every 3 years PUC


New Jersey 2006 IECC 2006 IECC or 
ASHRAE 90.1-2004


Adoption of 2009 on 
hold Fall 2010???


Every 3 years 
(overdue)


Department of 
Community Affairs


New York
2009 IECC w/NY 
Amendments
(Pending)


ASHRAE 90.1-2007
(Pending) Dec 2010 Every 5 years Department of State


( g)


Pennsylvania
2009 IECC, 2009 
IRC or
PA Alt.


2006 IECC or 
ASHRAE 90.1-2007


Effective Dec 
31,2009 Every 3 years Dept. of Labor and 


Industry


Rhode Island 2009 IECC 2009 IECC Effective
July 1,2010 Every 3 years Department of 


Administration


4
Vermont


2009 IECC w/VT 
amendments
(Pending)


2009 IECC w/VT 
amendments or 
ASHRAE 90.1-2007
(Pending)


Jan 2011 Every 3 years Department of 
Public Service







A CLOSER LOOK: CONNECTICUT A CLOSER LOOK: CONNECTICUT 
CODE UPDATE PROBLEMS: LEED AS CODE (ENACTED 2007)
- Not written as, administered as or enforceable as code
- Implementation issues set code update process back 


DPUC ORDER 2010 C&LM PLAN 
CODES: “The Department will direct the Electrical Distribution 
Companies (EDCs) to significantly increase the standard educational 
offerings [for codes] during 2010..The Department allocates up to 
$250,000 …from the 2010 ECB budgets to be directed for this purpose.”
STANDARDS: “The Department directs the EDCs to allocate up to 
$200,000… to promote stricter appliance and electronic standards 
through the proper venue(s):  CEC, NEEP, the federal ENERGY STAR 
program or a trade ally association.  This effort would likely take the 
form of providing technical support or leading a workgroup(s) to 


t bli h   d/  f  t d d ”establish energy usage and/or performance standards.”


For 2011: “Submit… a savings attribution methodology to ascribe savings 
from more stringent codes and standards for consumer appliances and from more stringent codes and standards for consumer appliances and 
electronics as discussed for the ECMB…”
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A CLOSER LOOK: VERMONT A CLOSER LOOK: VERMONT 


CODE ADOPTION
• Adoption of 2009 IECC (residential and commercial) as RBECS 


still pending; contractor, steering committee engaged
– Two codes/split jurisdictions complicates matters– Two codes/split jurisdictions complicates matters
– Fire Marshal role means NFPA codes given weight, w/o 


appropriate ties to building systems 


CODE COMPLIANCE
• 2008 NMB baseline study: 72 % non-program homes comply008 NM  basel e study:  % o p og a  o es co ply
• Virtually no residential enforcement at local level
• Code coordinator envisioned as part of EVT ‘11 plans


• Provide assistance/education to builders, local officials, 
lenders, real estate interests, et al 


LINKS TO SBC PROGRAMSLINKS TO SBC PROGRAMS
• Discussions underway on how to attribute savings 6







A CLOSER LOOK: NEW YORKA CLOSER LOOK: NEW YORK


CODE ADOPTIONCODE ADOPTION
• Update to 2009 IECC/AHSRAE 90.1-2007 pending (12/10)


CODE COMPLIANCECODE COMPLIANCE
• Comprehensive ARRA-funded code training in 


developmentdevelopment


OTHER
• DOS responsible for both codes and appliance standards • DOS responsible for both codes and appliance standards 


regulations, including pending consumer electronics 
(TVs) standard( )


• NYSERDA assistance sought/offered, but regulatory 
approval needed


• Stretch codes adopted on LI – program relations, savings 
issues resulting 7







A CLOSER LOOK: WASHINGTON  D C  A CLOSER LOOK: WASHINGTON, D.C. 


LEADING BY EXAMPLE – PUBLIC BUILDING STANDARD
G  B ildi g  A t (2006) LEED i t  f  g t b ildi g  l t  • Green Buildings Act (2006) - LEED requirements for government buildings, later 
extending to new construction


BUILDING ENERGY RATING
• Clean and Affordable Energy Act (2008) – requires benchmarking public disclosure 


of commercial buildings


BEYOND CODE
• 2008 legislation called for several beyond code measures:


– ’30 % Solution’ – Residential code 30 % more efficiency than 2006 IECC
– Additional ‘green’ building requirements: cool roofs, on-site stormwater


retention, low-flow plumbing fixtures. 
– Had sought ASHRAE Standard 189.1; foregone to due delays


• New interest in enhanced training 


OTHER
• District’s Sustainable Energy Utility (SEU) , third-party, ratepayer funded EE 


supplier, overseen by Energy Office. Much still TBD.  pp , y gy
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A CLOSER LOOK: MAINE A CLOSER LOOK: MAINE 


AGGRESSIVE CODE INITIATIVESAGGRESSIVE CODE INITIATIVES
• 2008 legislation: First ever mandatory uniform statewide 


Building Energy Code, effective June 1, enforceable Dec. 1
• Automatic updates to latest IECC
• Authorizes third-party energy code inspectors (in 


development)development)


MEASUREMENT
2009 l i l ti  di t  PUC t  d l  t d di d ti  t  f  • 2009 legislation directs PUC to develop standardized rating system for 
building energy efficiency and carbon performance.


• During inaugural Triennial Plan period (July 1, 2010 – June 30, 2013)  
Effi i  M i  T t ill b i  i l ti  ti  t  i  it  Efficiency Maine Trust will begin implementing rating system in its 
programs. 


• Will also work on future legislation supporting rating/disclosure. 
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A CLOSER LOOK: MASSACHUSETTS 
STRETCH CODE ADOPTION
• First in the nation, local option code, approved by state, , p , pp y ,


offering ~ 20 % better efficiency 
• Based on NBI Core Performance (commercial) and ENERGY 


STAR Homes (residential) with prescribed HERS ratingSTAR Homes (residential) with prescribed HERS rating
• Chosen to work hand-in-hand with SBC programs
CODE COMPLIANCECODE COMPLIANCE
• State chosen as one of nine in U.S. to participate in DOE 


compliance pilot 
ASMEASUREMENT


• State chosen to participate in regional/national home rating 
pilot through SEP/ARRApilot through SEP/ARRA


• 2009 metric to develop report on residential building energy 
rating


LINK TO PROGRAMS
• Program language in Green Communities Act (2008) 10







ENERGY CODES POLICY: ISSUES TO ADDRESS ENERGY CODES POLICY: ISSUES TO ADDRESS 


CODE ADOPTIONCODE ADOPTION
• ARRA commitments aside, are states serious?
• More well-funded opposition to model code developmentpp p
• Confusion re: beyond code/green building guidance


CODE COMPLIANCE
• Just figuring out compliance levels is a challenge
• Often ignored, focus more on health/safety codes
• State, municipal code offices, training efforts underfunded
• Tracking virtually non-existent


MEASUREMENTMEASUREMENT
• Once buildings are built, performance relative to 


code/energy performance largely ignoredcode/energy performance largely ignored
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FILLING A POLICY NEED CODES GUIDANCE FILLING A POLICY NEED – CODES GUIDANCE 


MODEL PROGRESSIVE BUILDING ENERGY CODES POLICYMODEL PROGRESSIVE BUILDING ENERGY CODES POLICY
• With so many pieces and players, NEEP developed a 


comprehensive guide to enacting building energy policies
• Funded in part by DOE, white paper and ongoing guidance:


• Detailed explanations of each specific policy element
• Suggested enabling statutory language• Suggested enabling statutory language
• Relations to other policies/programs
• References to industry and policy best practices
• State-level estimates of energy and carbon savings potential of 


progressively more stringent building energy codes 


• Three main elements:
• Code adoption
• Code compliance 
• Measuring/disclosing building energy performance• Measuring/disclosing building energy performance
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BUILDING ENERGY LABELING/DISCLOSURE BUILDING ENERGY LABELING/DISCLOSURE 


MEASURING/DISCLOSING BUILDING ENERGY PERFORMANCE
Ti f l  (  h  ) i  d di l• Time-of-sale (or other event) rating and disclosure


• Code addresses new construction, BER gets to existing
• NEEP research paper developed – roadmap for statesNEEP research paper developed roadmap for states


• http://neep.org/public-policy/building-energy-codes/building-
energy-rating


• Can/should link with SBC retrofit/building performance • Can/should link with SBC retrofit/building performance 
programs, as well as RESNET, BPI, others


• Also aids code efforts by gauging compliance from existing 
b ildi  t kbuilding stock


• DOE leading new National Building Rating Project 
• Develop unified rating system. Key issues for comment:Develop unified rating system. Key issues for comment:


• Building national registry\database – privacy issues? 
• Asset or operational rating? 


Sit    g ?• Site or source energy?


• Link to new retrofit efforts – mandated upgrades? 
13







MODEL CODES POLICY MODEL CODES POLICY 
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CODES AND STANDARDS: ISSUES TO ADDRESSCODES AND STANDARDS: ISSUES TO ADDRESS


ATTRIBUTION  who gets 
credit for:


• Energy code updates
• Code training/support


RISING BASELINES  need:
• New sources of savings


• New appliance 
standards 


• New sources of savings
• Transition strategies 


I ti  t  i t• Incentives to innovate
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CODES AND STANDARDS: ISSUES TO ADDRESSCODES AND STANDARDS: ISSUES TO ADDRESS


What do regulators need to hear?


Who should address them?


Who else needs to hear this?Who else needs to hear this?


What regulatory dynamics are in play that will inform 
these kinds of efforts in our states?these kinds of efforts in our states?


Is there likely to be opposition? From where?


What are the necessary next steps to move this –
incorporating C&S into efficiency programs -
forward?forward?
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CODES AND STANDARDS: ISSUES TO ADDRESSCODES AND STANDARDS: ISSUES TO ADDRESS
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THANK YOU
JIM O’REILLY


Director of Public Policy
joreilly@neep.org


91 Hartwell Avenue   Lexington, MA 02421 
P: 781.860.9177
www.neep.org
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Overview of Appliance 
Standards Activities CanStandards Activities – Can 
Programs Participate and 


Be Rewarded?


NEEP Workshop 
September 28, 2010
Presented by Allen Lee  







Overview
• Impact of appliance standards• Impact of appliance standards
• Background and evolution
• California and utility programCalifornia and utility program
• Northwest and Northeast involvement 
• Federal story-> new opportunitiesy pp
• Discussion topics
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Why Standards Are Important
• Residential/commercial buildings consume about • Residential/commercial buildings consume about 


42% of U.S. primary energy
– More than 70% related to appliances and equipment 
– Major end uses are lighting  space heating/cooling/ Major end uses are lighting, space heating/cooling/ 


ventilation, water heating 
– Electronics + computers are rapidly moving into top four


• Existing standards avoid need for 186 new Existing standards avoid need for 186 new 
(400MW) coal-fired power plants nationally by 2030
– Potential savings from new standards (2009-13) could 


avert need for 63 more power plants (ASAP)


• Future standards represent larger savings 
opportunity than building codes, according to 
2009 IEE reportp
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The Case for Standards- Illustrated
U.S. Refrigerator Energy Use v. Time with Real Price
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Origin and Growth of Standards
• Two Federal Acts in 70’s gave DOE authority to establish • Two Federal Acts in 70 s gave DOE authority to establish 


minimum standards for selected products
– When Feds failed to act, California and other states took 


lead in the 80’slead in the 80 s


• Industry, concerned about patchwork of state standards, 
agreed to standards established by 1987 National 
Appliance Energy Conservation Act (NAECA)Appliance Energy Conservation Act (NAECA)
– Covered 12 products
– Strong Fed preemption granted in return: Fed standards 


became min/max standard, trumping state standards/ , p g


• Federal program influenced by politics; slowly grown to 
cover over 40 product categories
– Still some room for states to operateo oo o a o op a
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California’s Process
• 1974 legislation creating California • 1974 legislation creating California 


Energy Commission (CEC) provided 
authority to set standards


• CEC actions varied with federal 
activity and energy crises


Mid 1990s  Congress slowed DOE – Mid-1990s, Congress slowed DOE 
standards by withholding funding


– California and other states again took 
initiati einitiative


– California AB 970 (2000) required major 
upgrades to respond to brownouts
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Emergence of California Utility 
Role


• Involvement started in late 1990s • Involvement started in late 1990s 
as information-only program


Motivated by market transformation – Motivated by market transformation 
focus and cost effectiveness of codes 
and standards


• Developed proposals to CEC
– Identified candidate appliancespp
– Conducted research
– Participated in process
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California’s 2006 Standards


• IOUs funded preparation of Codes • IOUs funded preparation of Codes 
and Standards Enhancement (CASE) 
studies 2003-2005studies 2003 2005
– Technology research 
– Market assessment
– Feasibility and cost


• Covered nearly 20 diverse products
• First significant Codes & Standards 


(C&S) program steps
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Current C&S Program Activities
• IOUs take active role with CEC in • IOUs take active role with CEC in 


identifying opportunities
1. Gaps in federal standards coverage
2. Period before DOE standards take effect
3. Test procedures providing basis for new 


standardsstandards
• Sponsor research and workshops


– Products include computers, monitors, 
lmicrowaves, televisions


– Battery charger workshop
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An Integrated IOU Approach
1 Identify and research emerging 1. Identify and research emerging 


technologies—often with CEC
2. IOUs design/implement programs for best 


oppo t nitiesopportunities
3. Identify steps needed to adopt standard, 


including test proceduresg p
4. Conduct workshops, work with 


stakeholders, negotiate
5 Prepare proposal test procedure or 5. Prepare proposal—test procedure or 


standard—and/or work at federal level
6. Present proposal and advocate


Steps in blue are part of C&S program
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Claiming Savings in California
• Verified savings determined by 3rd party • Verified savings determined by 3 party 


evaluation
• Potential savings adjusted for:


Compliance– Compliance
– Naturally occurring adoption
– Attribution to C&S program
Att ib ti   (  f 2006 08)• Attribution process (as of 2006-08)
– Only for California standards even if program 


influenced Federal standards
St k h ld   f t  ff ti  d ti  – Stakeholders assess factors affecting adoption 


– Evaluators assess contribution of C&S program
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Future Directions in California


M  l ti  d t ti  f • More real-time documentation of 
program role


• Recognition of program effects on 
federal standards


• Credit for compliance enhancement
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Northwest Background—A 
Unique Region
• Historically low electricity rates due to huge • Historically low electricity rates due to huge 


investment in hydro power
– Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) created  in 


1937 to deliver and sell power
– 45% of electricity provided by BPA


• Northwest Power Act passed 1980
– Created NW Power & Conservation Council (NPCC)


Add  l  d  – Addresses salmon and power 
– Provides regional planning and forecasting—Power 


Plan every 5 years
• Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA)• Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA)


– Established 1997 to promote market transformation
– Funded by private and public utilities and Energy 


Trust of Oregon (ETO)
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NPCC Involvement with 
Standards 


1 Expected standards (and codes) factored 1. Expected standards (and codes) factored 
into NPCC baseline forecast built on end-
use analysisy


2. NPCC first engaged in federal standards in 
1987


3. Continues active role
a. DOE process
b. Negotiations


4. Power Plan process used to update savings 
and forecastand forecast
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NEEA’s Involvement with 
Standards
1 Tracks and assesses emerging technologies 1. Tracks and assesses emerging technologies 


for opportunities
a. Assess regional applicability
b Analyze savings potentialb. Analyze savings potential


2. Conducts initiatives, e.g., demonstrations
3. Hands off to IOUs and ETO for programs—


monitor progressmonitor progress
4. Pursues standards


a. Fund/compile data and information
b. Participate in Federal process


5. Provides information for Power Plan updates
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Northeast History


Since 2004  8 states in region (and DC) • Since 2004, 8 states in region (and DC) 
have passed appliance standards 
legislativelylegislatively
– Enabled by facilitation and 


information sharing by NEEP’s information sharing by NEEP s 
Northeast Appliance Standards Project 


– Based on California’s standards
– Many states are part of Multistate 


Appliance Standards Collaborativepp
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Northeast Efficiency Program 
Involvement


Although program involvement has been • Although program involvement has been 
limited, some key actions have been taken:
– Some efficiency programs from region have co-y p g g


signed NEEP comment letters for DOE rulemakings
– National Grid (MA) has supported legislative efforts 


(2005, 2010) and provided key market data to ( , ) p y
develop waiver petition


– Every MA program wrote DOE support letters for 
HVAC standards in recent advocate-industry y
consensus agreement


• No mechanisms currently exist to claim 
savingssavings
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New Federal Window of 
Opportunity 
• After years of delays and resistance  • After years of delays and resistance, 


DOE is anxious to make progress
• Energy Secretary Steven Chu: gy y


“Energy efficiency isn’t just low-
hanging fruit; it’s fruit lying on the 
ground ”ground.
– Told staff to double their standards 


program request
b f d l• May be time to reexamine federal 


preemption
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What Help Is Needed? Views 
from California & Northwest
• Fund  collect  use  share program and • Fund, collect, use, share program and 


test data
– Refrigerators?g
– Clothes dryers?


• Participate in federal process
S h i  b– Strength in numbers


– Inform lobbyists
– Inform industry groups (e g  EEI)Inform industry groups (e.g., EEI)


• Focus on preemption revisions and 
possible enforcement/compliance issues
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Issues to Discuss


Latest on Federal standards • Latest on Federal standards 
– (Andrew deLaski, ASAP)


• What kinds of activities make sense for • What kinds of activities make sense for 
Northeast programs?  
– CA standards program model (R&D/advocacy)
– Federal standards participation (advocacy), etc.


• Critical challenges for programs to address 
• Critical attribution concerns• Critical attribution concerns
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Discussion Part II


What are the fundamental differences • What are the fundamental differences 
between code and standards activities?


• For programs/states interested in codes • For programs/states interested in codes 
and standards, does it make sense to 
seek regulatory approval separately or seek regulatory approval separately or 
to get approval for both simultaneously?


• What can NEEP do to assist interested 
parties?


21
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Regional EMV Forum and NEEP Public Policy Workshop: 
Roadmap to Claiming Savings from Building Energy Codes and 


Appliance Standards  
September 28, 2010 


 
Survey of Building Energy Code Activities in the Northeast  


 
Region 
The Building Energy Codes Project facilitated by Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships (NEEP), 
advocates for strong building energy codes and code-related public policies and supports states with 
training and technical support to enhance compliance with building energy codes.  Project partners 
have included; 


 Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and DOE’s Building Energy Codes Program (PNNL)/(BECP) 
 Energy Efficient Codes Coalition (EECC) 
 The Responsible Energy Codes Alliance (RECA) 
 Building Codes Assistance Project (BCAP) 
 National Association of State Energy Officials (NASEO) 


In addition NEEP also facilitates a regional building energy codes working group consisting of a diverse 
group of regional and national stakeholders that includes, state building code officials, state energy 
officials, building professionals and  advocates. 
. 
 
 
Maine 
Responsible state agency 
Maine Department of Public Safety  through the Technical Building and Energy Codes Board 
Status of codes 
Commercial: 2009 IECC 
Residential: 2009 IECC   
Policy Activity 
The Maine Technical Building and Energy Codes Board voted to adopt the 2009 International Building 
Code (ICB), International Residential Code (IRC), International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) and the 
International Existing Building Code (IEBC) at its June 2010 meeting in Augusta.  This marks the first 
time that Maine has mandated a statewide mandatory building and energy code. NEEP has worked as a 
member of the Technical Advisory Groups on Training & Certification and Energy to support the code 
adoption, particularly with regard to certification requirements for both local officials and third-party 
inspectors, and on continuing education criteria for local officials’ code training.  The Energy TAG 
recommended changes to the model code to meet legislative and regulatory requirements in state 
laws, and to coordinate with other existing regulations. The adoption in June by the TBEC Board of a 
comprehensive set of building and energy codes is to be effective starting December 1, 2010 
Program activity 
As of July 2, 2010, energy efficiency programs in the state are administered by the Efficiency Maine 
Trust, a new independent body that is overseen by a Board of Trustees, with program plans ultimately 
approved by the Public Utilities Commission. The EMT’s first Triennial Plan requires it to “devote 
significant resources… to supporting others’ efforts at ensuring compliance with the new building 
codes,” including funding of “the Building and Energy Codes Board’s training for code enforcement 
staff, while implementing a process for monitoring compliance. In FY 2012 and 2013, the Trust will 
continue to fund training as needed (although funding levels may change as certification fees are 
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introduced), but expects to shift its emphasis to sustained compliance monitoring and, if needed, to 
additional, targeted efforts to support compliance and enforcement in areas where performance may 
be lagging. The Trust will also continue to pursue its collaboration with state, regional, and national 
organizations as needed.”   
 
New Hampshire 
Responsible state agency 
Public Utilities Commission 
Status of codes 
Commercial: 2009 IECC 
Residential: 2009 IECC   
Policy Activity 
NEEP participated in the working groups that developed the buildings sections of the state’s Climate 
Change Action Plans, specifically authoring the sections on building energy codes as a key element of 
reducing energy use and greenhouse gas emissions in the state. NEEP has also helped advise the Office 
of Energy and Planning on its curriculum for energy code compliance training it is undertaking as a 
result of funding made available through ARRA.  
 
Program activity 
Energy efficiency programs in the state are administered by the four distribution utilities as the 
“CORE” energy efficiency programs. To date, no activities with regard to codes have been undertaken.  
 
 
Vermont 
Responsible state agency 
Vermont Department of Public Service 
 
Status of codes Commercial: 2004 IECC supplement with VT amendments or ASHRAE 90.1-2004 with VT 
amendments  
Residential: 2000 IECC with VT amendments 
Commercial: CBECS/2009 IECC is in draft form from Navigant Consulting and open for comments. 
Residential: RBECS/2009 IECC is in draft form and in the process of concluding its comment period. 
Policy Activity 
NEEP recommended the adoption of third party compliance in Vermont, which provides code 
compliance assurance where local enforcement is absent or not required.  NEEP also continues to push 
Vermont toward the adoption of a stretch energy code.  NEEP’s report, “Valuing Building Energy 
Efficiency Through Disclosure and Upgrade Policies: A Roadmap for the Northeast,” was featured at the 
Annual Meeting of the Building Safety Association of Vermont, where NEEP addressed questions related 
to incorporating this strategy into the two proposed adoptions of the Vermont Residential and 
Commercial Building Energy Codes (RBECS/CBECS). 
 
Program activity 
NEEP has submitted comments to both the CBECS and RBECS to correct conflicting provisions carried 
over from the 2005 adoptions, and to coordinate provisions with ARRA guidelines. 
 
Massachusetts 
Responsible state agency 
Board Of Building Regulations and Standards 
Status of codes 
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Commercial: 2009 IECC  
Residential: 2009 IECC   
Policy Activity 
NEEP has chosen Massachusetts to participate as a pilot state in a Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory-funded project to test energy code compliance tools being developed at the Department of 
Energy. With assistance from National Grid, NEEP also provided Massachusetts the “stretch” energy 
code which was adopted by the state in the spring of 2009 as the first of its kind in the country, 
offering a local option beyond code option for attaining energy savings of some 20 percent better than 
the base state energy code. NEEP has also worked with the Boston Society of Architects (BSA) to 
develop outreach materials on the stretch code for communities and design professionals.  To date, 47 
municipalities have adopted the stretch energy code in Massachusetts. 
Program activity 
Energy efficiency programs in the state are administered by the electric and gas distribution utilities, 
as well as the Cape Light Compact, a municipal aggregator serving Cape Code. NEEP has facilitated a 
dialogue among stakeholders, program administrators and state officials on developing a metric for 
codes and standards activity undertaken by the efficiency administrators in the state, including today’s 
workshop.  
 
Rhode Island 
Responsible state agency 
Department of Administration 
Status of codes 
Commercial: 2009 IECC 
Residential: 2009 IECC   
Policy Activity 
Having served on the technical advisory committees overseeing regular code adoptions in the state, 
NEEP is now working with the Rhode Island Building Code Commission to review the International Green 
Construction Code (IGCC) for possible future adoption. The provisions of the IGCC complement the RI 
2009 IECC adoption, but elevate energy efficiency and require building commissioning, among other 
items. 
Program activity 
The efficiency programs in the state are administered by National Grid.   
 
Connecticut 
Responsible state agency 
Department of Public Safety 
Status of codes 
Commercial: 2009 IECC – Pending/Proceeding to administrative certification and adoption 
Residential: 2009 IECC – Codes Subcommittee still working on changes and comments to the model code 
Policy Activity 
NEEP has worked with Connecticut to assist development of code adoption, recommending the IECC 
2009, with ASHRAE 90.1-2007 as the alternative compliance option.  In response to legislative mandates 
for greater energy efficiency in public buildings, NEEP recommended adoption of the stretch code and 
continues working with the state to address related concerns. 
In 2007 Connecticut adopted a statute requiring a commercial code of LEED Silver (or equivalent), 
which proved impossible to administer by the DPS due to the fact that LEED is neither written as or 
enforceable as code. The resulting delay has set the state back in its code update process.  
Program activity 
The energy efficiency programs in the state are administered by the electric and gas distribution 
utilities, as well as through the state’s municipal cooperative. In 2010, the Department of Public Utility 
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Control directed the electric utilities to expend up to $200,000 on code activities in the state, and to 
return in their 2011 filings with a plan for claiming savings from code related activities.  
 
New York 
Responsible state agency 
New York Department of State through the State Fire Prevention and Building Code Council 
Status of codes 
Commercial: The Energy Conservation Construction Code of New York (ECCCNYS 2007), and ASHRAE 
90.1-2004 w/NY Amendments 
Residential: 2007 IECC w/NY Amendments  
Policy Activity 
This past spring, New York's State Fire Prevention and Building Code Council voted to update the 
state’s energy code to the IECC 2009 as the basis for the 2010 Energy Conservation Construction Code 
of New York State. Pending legislative approval, the code is expected to become effective in 
December. NEEP worked with the Department of State and NYSERDA on updates and improvements to 
its energy conservation codes. 
 
Program activity 
The DOS has requested, and NYSERDA has agreed, to provide support to the Department for certain 
codes and standards activities, but those activities must be approved by the Public Service Commission.  
 
 
New Jersey 
Responsible state agency 
Department of Community Affairs 
Status of codes 
Commercial: 2006 IECC 
Residential: 2006 IECC   
Policy Activity 
On September 7, 2010, a New Jersey Department of Community Affairs final rule adopting new state 
building codes was published in the New Jersey Register (42 N.J.R. 2043a) and became effective. This 
was nearly one year to the day after DCA initially proposed the rule (41 NJR 3140a) in September 2009. 
The energy sub-code of the New Jersey Uniform Construction Code (NJAC 5.23-3) has been amended to 
incorporate the 2009 IECC and the ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007 (in lieu of Chapter 5 of the IECC). 
Program activity 
Much of the Clean Energy Program work in the state has been suspended due to a loss of significant 
portions of the fund, which were redirected by the Governor to the general state budget.  
 
 
Pennsylvania 
Responsible state agency 
Public Utilities Commission 
Status of codes 
Commercial: 2009 IECC 
Residential: 2009 IECC   
Policy Activity 
A lawsuit to block implementation of the adoption has been rejected, with NEEP supporting the 
governor’s office in both the initial adoption of legislation automatically updating the state building 
energy code, and with recommendations on blocking efforts by the state home builders association to 
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thwart implementation.  
Program activity 
In 2009, Act 129 for the first time directed the state’s utilities to expend ratepayer dollars to meet 
energy efficiency savings targets in the state. No program activities related to codes have yet 
developed.  
 
 
Maryland 
Responsible state agency 
Public Utilities Commission 
Status of codes 
Commercial: 2009 IECC; ASHRAE 90.1-2007 
Residential: 2009 IECC   
The new NJ codes became effective September 7, 2010, with a concurrence period of 6 months with 
the existing codes. 
Policy Activity 
This past spring, NEEP worked with stakeholders in Maryland on proposed legislation that would have 
required the benchmarking and disclosure of commercial buildings including all state-owned facilities. 
The bill was ultimately withdrawn without prejudice due to opposition from the state’s largest utility 
company, because of concerns over privacy issues related to the disclosure of customer utility data. 
The bill’s sponsor has vowed to reintroduce the legislation, and NEEP plans to support this, as well as 
work with the utilities and others to address concerns. 


 
Program activity 
The EmPower Maryland Act, setting an energy efficiency portfolio standard for the state, includes a 
target of 15 percent energy savings by 2015, with 10 percent of the savings coming from energy 
efficiency programs administered by the distribution utilities, and the remaining five percent from the 
Maryland Energy Administration. Of that five percent, the MEA has identified that a significant portion 
of the savings can come from codes and standards.  
 
 
DC 
Responsible state agency 
 The city council has approval on all code changes.  
Status of codes 
Commercial: 2009 IECC 
Residential: 2009 IECC   
Policy Activity 
The District has adopted some aggressive building energy efficiency standards over the last five years.  
 
In 2008, the City Council adopted “the 30% solution,” a residential energy code that had been proposed 
as the savings target for the 2009 IECC, but which was ultimately rejected due to opposition from home 
builder interests. The code projected energy savings of approximately 30 percent above the 2006 IECC, 
and some 15 percent better than the 2009 IECC. The companion commercial code also presented 
additional savings of some seven percent greater than the 2009 IECC.  The Council has also adopted a 
number of other “green building” initiatives.  
 
Energy conservation systems and components in existing buildings undergoing repair, alteration, or 
addition, and change of occupancy, shall comply with the Existing Building Code. 
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Building Energy Codes Resources  
 
Model Progressive Building Energy Codes Policy 
http://neep.org/uploads/NEEPResources/id187/neep_building_energy_codes_policy_march%202009.pdf  


The Model Policy gives a set of interconnected recommendations aimed at ensuring that states adopt 
progressively more efficient building energy codes. It also offers recommendations for improving the 
rate at which buildings and dwellings comply with the code and measuring the actual building energy 
performance of buildings and dwellings to see how they compare to predicted energy savings. 


The Policy is for code officials, advocates, utilities and other energy codes related stakeholders in 
creating and/or adopting building energy policies that will lead to large-scale energy and carbon 
emissions savings in the built environment across the Northeast. 


Valuing Building Energy Efficiency Through Disclosure and Upgrade Policies: 
A Roadmap for the Northeast 
http://neep.org/public-policy/building-energy-codes/building-energy-rating  
 
A report commissioned by NEEP, says that Northeast states could greatly increase the energy efficiency 
of homes and buildings through a public policy requiring the rating and disclosure of a building's energy 
performance. As states and municipalities across the Northeast seek ways to increase their energy and 
carbon saving goals a valuable consideration for policy makers is the implementation of mandatory 
building energy ratings, a powerful tool that can transform markets by requiring that meaningful 
information about building energy performance be disclosed to potential buyers, renters and the 
public. A sister tool, mandatory upgrade policies, would require adoption of certain cost-effective 
energy efficiency measures. A largely untapped market, improving the energy performance of existing 
homes and buildings presents the biggest opportunity for energy savings. 
 
 
For more information on building energy codes in the Northeast states please visit: 
http://neep.org/public-policy/4/78/Building-Energy-Codes 
 
Or contact: 
Don Vigneau, Building Energy Codes Project Manager dvigneau@neep.org  781-860-9177 x 136 
Carolyn Sarno, Senior Program Manager, High Performance Buildings csarno@neep.org   781-860-9177 x 
119 
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Regional EMV Forum and NEEP Public Policy Workshop: 
Roadmap to Claiming Savings from Building Energy Codes and Appliance Standards  


September 28, 2010 
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NORTHEAST ENERGY EFFICIENCY PARTNERSHIPS
“Accelerating Energy Efficiency”


MISSION
Accelerate the efficient use of energy in the Northeast 
and Mid-Atlantic Regionsand Mid Atlantic Regions


APPROACH
Overcome barriers to efficiency through 


Collaboration, Education & Advocacy


VISION
Transform the way we think about Transform the way we think about 
and use energy in the world around us.   
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WORKSHOP OBJECTIVESWORKSHOP OBJECTIVES


L  b  d di  i  li i   d • Learn about and discuss emerging policies, programs and 
practices related to the incorporation of building codes and 
appliance standards into efficiency programspp y p g


• Create a forum for dialogue 
• Share perspectives from a broad range of stakeholders
• Inform development of future EM&V Forum and other 


projects


NEEP is committed to supporting stakeholders 
navigate this important issuenavigate this important issue
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Roadmap to Claiming Savings from Building Energy Codes and 


Appliance Standards  
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Survey of Appliance Standards Activities in the Northeast (since 2003) 


 Successful 
State 
Legislative 
Activity   
(year) 


State Agency w/ 
Implementation 
Responsibility 


Advocate 
Involvement (at State 
level) 


Rate-payer 
Program 
Involvement            
(at State/Federal 
level) 


Maine  Public Utility Commission 
(PUC) 


NEEP, ENE, ASAP, 
ACEEE 


Efficiency Maine 
(federal) 


New 
Hampshire 


2008 Public Utility Commission 
(PUC) 


NEEP, ENE, ASAP, 
ACEEE 


 


Vermont 2006 Public Service 
Commission (PSC) 


NEEP, VT PIRG, ENE, 
ASAP, ACEEE 


Efficiency Vermont 
(federal) 


Massachusetts 2005 Division of Energy 
Resources (DOER)  


NEEP, ENE, NCLC, 
Environment MA, CLF, 
ASAP, ACEEE, NRDC 


National Grid/ 
NSTAR/Cape Light 
Compact/WMECO/ 
etc. (state/federal) 


Rhode Island 2005/2006 Office of Energy 
Resources (OER) 


NEEP, ENE, 
Environment RI, ASAP, 
ACEEE 


National Grid 
(federal) 


Connecticut 2004/2007 Office of Policy and 
Management (OPM)/ 
Department of Public 
Utility Control (DPUC)* 


NEEP, CT Fund for the 
Environment, Sierra 
Club,  ENE, ASAP, 
ACEEE, NRDC 


CL&P 
(state/federal) 
UI (federal) 


New York  2005/2010 Department of State 
(DOS)/ New York State 
Energy Research and 
Development Authority 
(NYSERDA) 


NEEP, PACE Energy 
and Climate Center, 
ASAP, ACEEE, NRDC 


NYSERDA (federal) 


New Jersey 2005 Board of Public Utilities 
(BPU) 


NEEP, Environment 
NJ, ASAP, ACEEE 


PSE&G (state) 


Pennsylvania  Department of 
Environmental Protection 
(DEP) 


NEEP, Penn Future, 
Penn Environment,  
ASAP, ACEEE 


 


Maryland 2004/2007 Maryland Energy 
Administration (MEA) 


NEEP, Environment 
MD, Sierra Club, IMT, 
ASAP, ACEEE, NRDC 


BG&E/Pepco 
(state/federal) 


Washington 
D.C 


2007 Public Service 
Commission (PSC) 


NEEP, IMT, ASAP, 
ACEEE 


 


Delaware     
 
* Connecticut’s Office of Policy and Management (OPM), with consultation from the Department of 
Public Utility Control (DPUC), has the authority to develop and revise state appliance standards, 
regardless of legislative direction. 
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For a detailed summary of Northeast states and the products for which standards have been adopted, 
visit; ASAP's State Summary 
 
REGION 
The Northeast States Minimum Efficiency Standards Project, facilitated by the  
Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships (NEEP), is made up of a group of advocacy organizations that 
have been working collaboratively to promote both state-based and federal appliance standards since 
2003.  Project members have included; 


 Appliance Standards Awareness Project (ASAP) 
 American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE) 
 Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) 
 Environment Northeast (ENE) 
 National Consumer Law Center (NCLC) 
 Environment America  


NEEP’s ability to play an active role in standards is made possible by foundation grants as well as 
sponsorship from the region’s rate-payer efficiency programs.  
 
MAINE 
State regulatory authority 
No agency in the state government has the authority to develop/revise state appliance standards 
unilaterally. Maine’s Public Utility Commission (PUC) is responsible for implementing/enforcing any 
standards adopted legislatively.   
Legislative activity 
In 2005, a bill which included standards for a package of products was narrowly defeated.  The bill was 
highly contentious and left many stakeholders wary of introducing future standards.  
Advocate/NGO Activity 
ENE, NEEP, ACEEE and ASAP worked to promote the 2005 bill by submitting both oral and written 
testimony supporting the legislation. They worked in coordination to build a coalition of additional 
supporters.  
Rate-payer Efficiency Program activity 
The statewide efficiency program, Efficiency Maine, has not actively promoted minimum efficiency 
standards.  The program has participated indirectly by supporting NEEP’s Standards Project.  
 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
State regulatory authority 
No agency in the state government has the authority to develop/revise state appliance standards 
unilaterally. New Hampshire Public Utility Commission (PUC) is responsible for implementing/enforcing 
appliance standards when adopted legislatively.  New Hampshire’s Office of Energy and Planning has 
expressed interest in appliance standards and has endorsed both legislative activities inside New 
Hampshire, as well as supported group comment letters on federal rulemakings drafted by NEEP. 
Legislative activity 
In 2008, the New Hampshire legislature passed legislation adopting standards for a small package of 
products, including gas furnaces (which are preempted by federal standards).  The PUC is currently 
deciding whether to petition the DOE for a waiver from preemption in order to implement the states 
more aggressive standard.  
Advocate/NGO Activity 
NEEP, ACEEE, ASAP and ENE worked to promote the 2008 bill by submitting both oral testimony and 
written testimony supporting the legislation. They worked in coordination to build a coalition of 



http://www.standardsasap.org/state/index.htm

http://neep.org/public-policy/2/78/Appliance-Efficiency-Standards

http://neep.org

http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/XXXI/339-G/339-G-mrg.htm
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additional supporters. 
Rate-payer Efficiency Program activity 
Not aware of program involvement  
 
VERMONT 
State regulatory authority 
No agency in the state government has the authority to develop/revise state appliance standards 
unilaterally. Vermont Public Service Commission (PSC) is the agency that is responsible for 
implementing/enforcing standards that are adopted legislatively.   
Legislative activity 
The Vermont legislature passed legislation in 2006 adopting a small package of appliance standards, 
including standards for two products preempted by federal standards (gas furnaces and transformers) 
Advocate/NGO Activity 
NEEP, ACEEE, ASAP and Vermont PIRG worked to promote the 2006 bill by submitting both oral 
testimony and written testimony supporting the legislation. They worked in coordination to build a 
coalition of additional supporters. 
Rate-payer Efficiency Program activity 
The state’s efficiency utility, Efficiency Vermont, has not actively promoted minimum efficiency 
standards.  The program has participated indirectly by supporting NEEP’s Standards Project. 
 
MASSACHUSETTS 
State regulatory authority 
No agency in the state government has the authority to develop/revise state appliance standards 
unilaterally. Massachusetts Division of Energy Resources (DOER) would be responsible for 
implementing/enforcing any standards adopted legislatively.   
Legislative activity 
In 2005, the Massachusetts legislature passed legislation, adopting a package of standards that included 
gas furnaces which were a preempted product.  In order to implement this preempted standard, the 
Attorney General’s Office in partnership with the DOER, developed a petition for a waiver from federal 
preemption and submitted it in 2009.  The state expects a ruling from DOE by the October 6, 2010 
deadline.  
Another standards bill was introduced in 2009 and is still pending. 
Advocate/NGO Activity 
Several organizations have been involved in supporting both the successful 2005 bill, as well as an 
ongoing effort to see a new bill adopted;  NEEP, NCLC, ACEEE, ASAP, Environment Massachusetts, ENE, 
Consumer Law Foundation (CLF), NRDC, as well as several of the utility companies (see below).  The 
development of the furnace waiver was supported by NCLC and NEEP. 
Rate-payer Efficiency Program activity 
During both legislative efforts and the state’s submission of the waiver petition, a number of utilities 
(through efficiency program staff) provided direct advocacy support, including National Grid, NSTAR, 
Cape Light Compact, Western Mass Electric, Unitil, Berkshire Gas, Northeast Gas, and Baystate Gas.  
Most support has taken the form of written testimony (See link above to petition for testimony).   
 
As part of the 2010 Draft Plan for Massachusetts residential efficiency programs, a savings metric 
involving Set-Top Box standards/regulations was included.  The metric was removed from the Final 
Plan.  This draft metric demonstrates an interest on the part of the efficiency programs and their 
advisors to broaden programmatic activities into the realm of mandatory standards and regulatory 
alternatives.  
 
Federal Process- Many of the efficiency programs have additionally signed onto joint comment letters, 



http://www.leg.state.vt.us/statutes/sections.cfm?Title=09&Chapter=074

http://www.malegislature.gov/Laws/SessionLaws/Acts/2005/Chapter139

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/appliance_standards/state_petitions.html#ma

http://www.ma-eeac.org/docs/091106-PerfMetricsDraft.pdf
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developed by NEEP, throughout various federal rulemaking processes.   
 
The Massachusetts programs also participate indirectly by supporting NEEP’s Standards Project. 
 
RHODE ISLAND 
State regulatory authority 
No agency in the state government has the authority to develop/revise state appliance standards 
unilaterally. Rhode Island Office of Energy Resources (OER) is responsible for implementing/enforcing 
any standards adopted legislatively.   
Legislative activity 
The Rhode Island legislature successfully passed legislation in 2005 and 2006 adopting appliance 
standards. 
Advocate/NGO Activity 
NEEP, ACEEE, ASAP, ENE, and Environment Rhode Island worked to promote the 2005 and 2006 bills by 
submitting both oral testimony and written testimony supporting the legislation. They worked in 
coordination to build a coalition of additional supporters. 
Rate-payer Efficiency Program activity 
National Grid (formerly Narragansett Electric), through written testimony, supported both successful 
legislative efforts.   
Federal Process- They have also signed onto joint comment letters, developed by NEEP, throughout 
various federal rulemaking processes.   
The Rhode Island efficiency programs also participate indirectly by supporting NEEP’s Standards 
Project. 
 
CONNECTICUT 
State regulatory authority 
Connecticut’s Office of Policy and Management (OPM), with consultation from the Department of 
Public Utility Control (DPUC), has the authority to develop and revise state appliance standards. It is 
then the responsibility of the DPUC to implement/enforce any standards adopted through this process 
or legislatively.  The OPM has yet to exercise this authority.   
Federal Process- The OPM has, on a number of occasions, signed onto NEEP comments to the DOE on 
federal rulemakings. 
Legislative activity 
The Connecticut legislature has adopted appliance standards on two separate occasions (2004 and 
2007) (Link to OPM Regulations).  More recently in 2010, a pending standards bill was absorbed into a 
larger omnibus energy bill which later passed by both houses, but was eventually vetoed by the 
Governor. 
Advocate/NGO Activity 
Several organizations have been involved in supporting the numerous legislative efforts.  NEEP, 
Connecticut Fund for the Environment, ACEEE, ASAP, ENE, NRDC, Sierra Club, and Environment 
Connecticut have all provided a mix of oral testimony and written comments supporting the packages 
during these proceedings.   
Rate-payer Efficiency Program activity 
Connecticut’s efficiency programs, administered by Connecticut Light and Power and United 
Illuminating, have largely remained silent on appliance standards proceedings. The programs, however, 
have participated indirectly by supporting NEEP’s Standards Project. 
 
This year marks an interesting development with respect to the rate-payer programs future 
involvement in standards.  As part of the 2010 Conservation & Load Management Plans to the 
Department of Public Utility Control (listed as of March 17th):  



http://www.rilin.state.ri.us/Statutes/TITLE39/39-27/INDEX.HTM

http://www.rilin.state.ri.us/Billtext/BillText06/SenateText06/S2844Aaa.pdf

http://www.cga.ct.gov/2009/pub/chap298.htm#Sec16a-48.htm

http://www.ct.gov/opm/lib/opm/pdpd_energy/regsproducteffstnds.pdf

http://www.ctsavesenergy.org/files/2010 C&LM Final Decision 091003-031710-1.doc
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“The Department directs the Electrical Distribution Companies (EDCs) to allocate up to 
$200,000 among the two EDCs to promote stricter appliance and electronic standards through 
the proper venue(s): CEC, NEEP, the federal ENERGY STAR program or a trade ally association. 
This effort would likely take the form of providing technical support or leading a workgroup(s) 
to establish energy usage and/or performance standards. The EDCs and the ECMB shall report 
on their efforts in the 2011 C&LM Plan. If the EDCs require additional staff, they may send a 
letter to inform the Department of the additional budget amount required. 


As part of next year’s plan, they must:  
Submit to the Department a savings attribution methodology to ascribe savings from more 
stringent codes and standards for consumer appliances and electronics as discussed for the 
ECMB in Section II.E.8., herein; 


 
It is unclear if any work has been done by the EDCs in 2010 towards these objectives. 
 
NEW YORK 
State regulatory authority 
No agency in the state government has the authority to develop/revise state appliance standards 
unilaterally. Although, the New York Department of State (DOS) and New York State Energy Research 
and Development Authority (NYSERDA) have been jointly tasked with developing technical standards 
through legislation.  The DOS has the responsibility for implementing/enforcing any standards 
developed internally or adopted legislatively.  There remain products from the 2005 bill that have yet 
to be developed, including televisions. 
Legislative activity 
New York passed legislation for appliance standards in 2005 and 2010, some with prescriptive 
specifications and others that were to be developed by DOS and NYSERDA.   
Advocate/NGO Activity 
Several organizations have been involved in supporting the legislative efforts.  NEEP, NRDC, ACEEE, 
ASAP, and PACE Energy and Climate Center have all provided a mix of oral testimony and written 
comments supporting the packages during these proceedings.   
Rate-payer Efficiency Program activity 
NYSERDA and Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) administer the state’s rate-payer efficiency programs. 
Federal Process- Both utilize some rate-payer program resources to review/support NEEP developed 
comment letters to DOE concerning federal standards rulemakings.   
Both also participate indirectly by supporting NEEP’s Standards Project. 
 
NEW JERSEY 
State regulatory authority 
No agency in the state government has the authority to develop/revise state appliance standards 
unilaterally. The New Jersey Board of Public Utilities (BPU) is responsible for implementing/enforcing 
any standards adopted legislatively.   
Legislative activity 
The New Jersey legislature successfully passed legislation in 2005 adopting a package of appliance 
standards. 
Advocate/NGO Activity 
Several organizations were involved in supporting this legislative effort.  NEEP, NRDC, ACEEE, ASAP, 
and Environment New jersey have all provided a mix of oral testimony and written comments 
supporting the packages during this proceeding.   
Rate-payer Efficiency Program activity 
The BPU currently administers New Jersey’s efficiency efforts through the New Jersey Clean Energy 
Program (NJCEP).  Outside of supporting NEEP’s Appliance Standards Project through 2009, there has 



http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/LAWSSEAF.cgi?QUERYTYPE=LAWS+&QUERYDATA=@SLENG0A16+&LIST=LAW+&BROWSER=BROWSER+&TOKEN=14699646+&TARGET=VIEW

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&bn=+A10881%09%09&Summary=Y&Actions=Y

http://www.njleg.state.nj.us/2004/Bills/PL05/42_.HTM
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been little active participation from the NJCEP staff.  The termination of project support was a result 
of raids on the program budgets in 2009 to close the general fund gap. 
Federal Process- Occasionally BPU staff has supported NEEP comment letters to the DOE regarding 
federal standard rulemakings. 
 
PENNSYLVANIA 
State regulatory authority 
No agency in the state government has the authority to develop/revise state appliance standards 
unilaterally. Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) would likely be responsible 
for implementing/enforcing any standards adopted legislatively.   
Legislative activity 
A bill was introduced in 2010 to adopt energy use regulations for televisions.  No action has been 
taken. 
Advocate/NGO Activity 
NEEP worked successfully with staffers in at the DEP and other organizations (Penn Future and Penn 
Environment) within the state to have the 2010 model package of standards included in the Governor’s 
Climate Change Action Plan.  NEEP will continue to support the DEP in their efforts to gain adoption. 
Rate-payer Efficiency Program activity 
Efficiency programs are just beginning to launch in Pennsylvania 
 
MARYLAND 
State regulatory authority 
No agency in the state government has the authority to develop/revise state appliance standards 
unilaterally. However, the Maryland Energy Administration (MEA) is responsible for making 
recommendations (most recently through Maryland’s 2010 Energy Outlook report) in the area of 
appliance standards.  The MEA is also responsible for implementing/enforcing any standards that they 
develop or are adopted legislatively.   
Legislative activity 
The Maryland legislature has adopted appliance standards on two separate occasions (2004 and 2007).  
More recently in 2010, a standards bill for televisions was rejected by Houses Economic Matters 
Committee over concerns that the standards would negatively impact consumers and cost retailer jobs 
in state.  Both of these issues were contested by the MEA and advocates. 
Advocate/NGO Activity 
Several organizations have been involved in supporting the numerous legislative efforts.  NEEP, 
Environment Maryland, ACEEE, ASAP, NRDC, and Sierra Club have all provided a mix of oral and written 
comments supporting the packages during these proceedings.   
Rate-payer Efficiency Program activity 
Baltimore Gas & Electric and Pepco have both provided support, typically through written comments, 
at various stages of these legislative efforts.  
 
WASHINGTON DC 
State regulatory authority 
No agency in the District government has the authority to develop/revise state appliance standards 
unilaterally.  The District of Columbia’s Public Service Commission (PSC) is responsible for 
implementing/enforcing standards adopted legislatively.   
Legislative activity 
The District of Columbia’s Council adopted legislation which included a series of appliance standards in 
2007. 
NEEP, ASAP, ACEEE, IMT 



http://www.elibrary.dep.state.pa.us/dsweb/View/Collection-10677

http://energy.maryland.gov/documents/MEOFINALREPORTJAN2010.pdf

http://energy.maryland.gov/policy/standards/050516-hb1030.pdf

http://mlis.state.md.us/2007RS/bills/sb/sb0674e.pdf

http://weblinks.westlaw.com/signon/default.wl?abbr=dc-st-web&ap=NAF0C7090AFE211DC988AE1C647D5A799&ifm=NotSet&action=ExpandTree&vr=2.0&rs=WEBL10.08&itemkey=NAF0C7090AFE211DC988AE1C647D5A799&pbc=4BF3FCBE&fn=_top&rp=%2ftoc%2fdefault.wl&spa=DCC-1000&path=%2ftoc%2fdefault.wl&service=TOC&strrecreate=no#NAF0C7090
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Rate-payer Efficiency Program activity 
None to date 
 
DELAWARE 
State regulatory authority 
No agency in Delaware has the authority to develop/revise state appliance standards unilaterally.  It is 
unknown which agency would be responsible for implementing/enforcing standards adopted 
legislatively.   
Legislative activity 
None 
Advocate/NGO Activity 
Unknown 
Rate-payer Efficiency Program activity 
None to date 
 
 
 





